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Relevant Sears Conditions
TABLE 1: SEARS REQUIREMENTS
Ref. No. Title Description of Requirement Section reference 

in this report

102 Item 6
Heritage

The EIS shall provide:
- include a Heritage Interpretation Plan, providing 
opportunities for the proposal to reflect on the heritage 
character and significance of the site and surrounding 
area.

6.0, 7.0
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1.0
INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND 

This report has been prepared to accompany a 
detailed State Significant Development (SSD) 
development application (DA) for a residential Over 
Station Development (OSD) above the new Sydney 
Metro Pitt Street South Station. The detailed SSD 
DA is consistent with the Concept Approval (SSD 
17_8876) granted for the maximum building envelope 
on the site, as proposed to be modified. 

The Minister for Planning, or their delegate, is 
the consent authority for the SSD DA and this 
application is lodged with the NSW Department of 
Planning, Industry and Environment (NSW DPIE) 
for assessment. This report has been prepared in 
response to the requirements contained within the 
Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements 
(SEARs) dated 28 October 2019.  

The detailed SSD DA seeks development consent for 
the construction and operation of 

• New residential tower with a maximum building 
height of RL 171.6, including residential 
accommodation and podium retail premises, 
excluding station floor space.

• Use of spaces within the CSSI ‘metro box’ building 
envelope for the purposes of:

• Retail tenancies;
• Residential communal facilities, residential 

storage, bicycle parking, and operational back 
of house uses;

•  Shared vehicle loading and service facilities on 
the ground floor;

•  Landscaping;
•  Utilities and services provision; and
•  Stratum subdivision (Station/OSD).

• Integration with the approved CSSI proposal 
including though not limited to:

• Structures, mechanical and electronic 
systems, and services; and

• Vertical transfers.

1.2 THE SITE

The site is located within the Sydney CBD, on the 
corner of Bathurst Street and Pitt Street. It has two 
separate street frontages, Pitt Street to the west and 
Bathurst Street to the north. The area surrounding the 
site consists of predominantly residential high-density 
buildings and some commercial buildings, with finer 
grain and heritage buildings dispersed throughout. 

The site has an approximate area of 1,710sqm and 
is now known as Lot 10 in DP 1255507. The street 
address is 125 Bathurst Street, Sydney.

Figure 1.1
Location map with subject site outlined in red.
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1.3 SYDNEY METRO DESCRIPTION

Sydney Metro is Australia’s biggest public transport 
program. A new standalone railway, this 21st century 
network will revolutionise the way Sydney travels. 

There are four core components:

Sydney Metro Northwest  
(formerly the 36km North West Rail Link)
This project is now complete and passenger services 
commenced in May 2019 between Rouse Hill and 
Chatswood, with a metro train every four minutes in 
the peak. The project was delivered on time and $1 
billion under budget.

Sydney Metro City & Southwest
Sydney Metro City & Southwest project includes a 
new 30km metro line extending metro rail from the 
end of Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney 
Harbour, through new CBD stations and southwest to 
Bankstown. It is due to open in 2024 with the ultimate 
capacity to run a metro train every two minutes each 
way through the centre of Sydney.

Sydney Metro City & Southwest will deliver new 
metro stations at Crows Nest, Victoria Cross, 
Barangaroo, Martin Place, Pitt Street, Waterloo 
and new underground metro platforms at Central 
Station. In addition it will upgrade and convert all 11 
stations between Sydenham and Bankstown to metro 
standards.

In 2024, customers will benefit from a new fully-air 
conditioned Sydney Metro train every four minutes 
in the peak in each direction with lifts, level platforms 
and platform screen doors for safety, accessibility and 
increased security.

Sydney Metro West
Sydney Metro West is a new underground railway 
connecting Greater Parramatta and the Sydney CBD. 
This once-in-a-century infrastructure investment will 
transform Sydney for generations to come, doubling 
rail capacity between these two areas, linking 
new communities to rail services and supporting 
employment growth and housing supply between the 
two CBDs. 

The locations of seven proposed metro stations have 
been confirmed at Westmead, Parramatta, Sydney 
Olympic Park, North Strathfield, Burwood North, Five 
Dock and The Bays.

The NSW Government is assessing an optional 
station at Pyrmont and further planning is underway 
to determine the location of a new metro station in the 
Sydney CBD.

Figure 1.2
Sydney Metro Alignment Map.
Source: Sydney Metro

Figure 1.4
Pitt Street Station (East-West Section)
Source: CSSI Preferred Infrastructure Report (TfNSW)

Figure 1.3
Pitt Street Station (North-South Section). Station components are 
coloured orange and ODS components are coloured blue
Source: CSSI Preferred Infrastructure Report (TfNSW) 
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Sydney Metro Greater West
Metro rail will also service Greater Western Sydney 
and the new Western Sydney International (Nancy Bird 
Walton) Airport. The new railway line will become the 
transport spine for the Western Parkland City’s growth 
for generations to come, connecting communities and 
travellers with the rest of Sydney’s public transport 
system with a fast, safe and easy metro service. The 
Australian and NSW governments are equal partners 
in the delivery of this new railway.

On 9 January 2017, the Minister for Planning approved 
the Sydney Metro City & Southwest - Chatswood 
to Sydenham project as a Critical State Significant 
Infrastructure project (reference SSI 15_7400) (CSSI 
Approval). The terms of the CSSI Approval includes 
all works required to construct the Sydney Metro Pitt 
Street Station, including the demolition of existing 
buildings and structures on both sites (north and 
south). The CSSI Approval also includes construction 
of below and above ground works within the metro 
station structure for appropriate integration with over 
station developments. 

The CSSI Approval included Indicative Interface 
Drawings for the below and above ground works at 
Pitt Street South Metro Station site. The 
delineation between the approved Sydney Metro 
works, generally described as within the “metro 
box”, and the Over Station Development (OSD) 
elements are illustrated below. The delineation line 
between the CSSI Approved works and the OSD 
envelope is generally described below or above the 
transfer slab level respectively.

The Preferred Infrastructure Report (PIR) noted that 
the integration of the OSD elements and the metro 
station elements would be subject to the design 
resolution process, noting that the detailed design of 
the “metro box” may vary from the concept design 
assessed within the planning approval. 

Figure 1.5
Pitt Street South SSD DA, North-South Section (top) and  East-West 
Section (bottom)
Source: CSSI Preferred Infrastructure Report )TfNSW)
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As such in summary:

• The CSSI Approval provides consent for the 
construction of all structures within the approved 
“metro box” envelope for Pitt Street South. 

• The CSSI Approval provides consent for the fit out 
and use of all areas within the approved “metro 
box” envelope that relate to the ongoing use and 
operation of the Sydney Metro. 

• The CSSI Approval provides consent for the 
embellishment of the public domain, and the 
architectural design of the “metro box” envelope 
as it relates to the approved Sydney Metro and 
the approved Pitt Street South Station Design & 
Precinct Plan. 

• Separate development consent however is 
required to be issued by the NSW DPIE for the 
use and fit-out of space within the “metro box” 
envelope for areas related to the OSD, and notably 
the construction and use of the OSD itself.

As per the requirements of clause 7.20 of the Sydney 
Local Environmental Plan 2012, as the OSD exceeds 
a height of 55 metres above ground level (among 
other triggers), development consent is first required 
to be issued in a Concept (formerly known as Stage 1) 
DA. This is described below.

Pitt Street South Over Station Development (OSD) 

Development consent was granted on 25 June 2019 
for the Concept Development Application (SSD 8876) 
for Pitt Street South OSD including: 

• A maximum building envelope, including street wall 
and setbacks for the over station development.

• A maximum building height of RL171.6.
• Podium level car parking for a maximum of 34 

parking spaces.
• Conceptual land use for either one of a residential 

or commercial scheme (not both).  NO maximum 
Gross Floor Area was approved as part of SSD 
8876. 

The building envelope approved within the Concept 
SSD DA provides a numeric delineation between the 
CSSI Approval “metro box” envelope and the OSD 
building envelope. As illustrated in the figures below, 
the delineation line between the two projects is defined 
at RL 58.25 (Level 7). 

For the purposes of the Detailed (Stage 2) SSD DA, 
it is noted that while there are two separate planning 
applications that apply to the site (CCSI and SSD DA), 
this report addresses the full development across the 
site to provide contextual assessment. 

Figure 1.5
Pitt Street South Concept SSD DA, North-South Section (top) and  
East-West Section (bottom)
Source: SSD 8876 Concept Stamped Plans

Figure 1.6
Pitt Street South Concept SSD DA Building Section.
Source: SSD 8876 Concept Stamped Plans
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1.4 REPORT OBJECTIVES

The aim of including interpretation in the Planning 
Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements 
is to interpret the stories of the people and places of 
the past for a future audience.

The terms Interpretation Plan and Interpretation 
Strategy are often used interchangeably; plan is more 
commonly used by the NSW Heritage Council and 
strategy by local government consent authorities. The 
following definition is sourced from the NSW Heritage 
Council endorsed publication Interpreting Heritage 
Places and Items Guidelines (2005): 

Interpretation Plan is a document that provides 
the policies, strategies and detailed advice 
for interpreting a heritage item. It is based on 
research and analysis and plans to communicate 
the significance of the item, both during a 
conservation project and in the ongoing life of the 
item. The plan identifies key themes, storylines 
and audiences and provides recommendations 
about interpretation media. It includes practical 
and specific advice about how to implement the 
plan.

1.5 METHODOLOGY AND 
STRUCTURE

Effective interpretation is based on a sophisticated 
understanding of the significance of the site, a detailed 
knowledge of the needs and desires of potential 
audiences, and sound communications skills.

For the purposes of this Interpretation Strategy we 
have established a methodology, based on the NSW 
Heritage Office publication Interpreting Heritage 
Places and Items Guidelines (2005). In addition, the 
methodology set out in the ICOMOS Charter for the 
Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage 
Sites (April 2007) has been adopted. 

Interpretation - The Ingredients for Best Practice

The following guidelines are taken from the NSW 
Heritage Office publication Interpreting Heritage 
Places and Items (2005):

Ingredient 1: Interpretation, People and Culture - 
Respect for the special connections between people 
and items 

Ingredient 2: Heritage Significance and Site 
Analysis - Understand the item and convey its 
significance 

Ingredient 3: Records and Research - Use existing 
records of the item, research additional information 
and make these publicly available (subject to security 
and cultural protocols)

Ingredient 4: Audiences - Explore, respect and 
respond to the identified audience

Ingredient 5: Themes - Make reasoned choices about 
themes, stories and strategies

Ingredient 6: Engage the Audience - Stimulate 
thought and dialogue, provoke response and enhance 
understanding 

Ingredient 7: Context - Research the physical, 
historical, spiritual and contemporary context of the 
item, including related items, and respect local amenity 
and culture

Ingredient 8: Authenticity, Ambience and 
Sustainability - Develop interpretation methods and 
media which sustain the significance of the items, its 
character and authenticity

Ingredient 9: Conservation Planning and Works – 
Integrate interpretation in conservation planning and in 
all stages of a conservation project

Ingredient 10: Maintenance, Evaluation and Review 
– Include interpretation in the ongoing management of 
an item; provide for regular maintenance, evaluation 
and review

Ingredient 11: Skills and Knowledge – Involve 
people with relevant skills, knowledge and experience

Ingredient 12: Collaboration – Collaborate with 
organisations and the local community
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ICOMOS Charter for the Interpretation and 
Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites

This ICOMOS Charter defines the basic objectives 
and principles of site interpretation in relation to 
authenticity, intellectual integrity, social responsibility, 
and respect for cultural significance and context. It 
seeks to encourage a wide public appreciation of 
cultural heritage sites as places and sources of learning 
and reflection about the past as well as being valuable 
resources for sustainable community developments 
and intercultural and intergenerational dialogue. The 
Interpretation Strategy will be guided by the following 
principles outlined in the ICOMOS Charter for the 
Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage 
Sites (2007): 

Principle 1: Access and Understanding
Principle 2: Information Sources
Principle 3: Attention to Context and Setting
Principle 4: Preservation of Authenticity
Principle 5: Planning for Sustainability
Principle 6: Concern for Inclusiveness
Principle 7: Importance of Research, Training and 
       Evaluation

The definitions adopted in this report are those defined 
in the The Burra Charter: the Australia ICOMOS 
Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, 2013, also 
known by its more common title The Burra Charter, 
and the NSW Heritage Office publication Interpreting 
Heritage Places and Items Guidelines (2005). For 
ease of reference, a glossary has been included as an 
appendix to this report.

1.6 SITE IDENTIFICATION

This report adopts the name ‘Upper Pitt Street’ for the 
section of Pitt Street surrounding the subject site. The 
name ‘Upper Pitt’s Row’ was adopted in the colony 
from at least 1806, if not earlier. By 1810, the name 
‘Upper Pitt Street’ was being used and by around 
the 1830’s the name came to generally relate to the 
section of Pitt Street roughly between Park Street and 
Campbell Street. It is understood that the name fell out 
of favour around the 1880s.

1.7 AUTHORSHIP

Section 2.0 Dov Midalia
Senior Heritage Consultant
Dr Cameron Hartnell
Senior Heritage Consultant
Katherine Huntsman
Heritage Consultant

Section 5.0 Dr Cameron Hartnell
Senior Heritage Consultant
Theodora Gianniotis
Heritage Consultant
Katherine Huntsman
Heritage Consultant

Other Sections Dr Cameron Hartnell
Senior Heritage Consultant
Theodora Gianniotis
Heritage Consultant

Review Graham Brooks
Director

Photographs 
and drawings

GBA Heritage
unless otherwise noted

1.7.1 REPORT LIMITATIONS

This report provides a conceptual framework for 
interpretation of the subject site. Details of the design, 
construction and installation of interpretive material, 
including obtaining permission to use copyrighted 
material (images, photographs, plans, drawings, etc), 
are outside the scope of this report. 

The scope of this report relates to the Pitt Street South 
OSD only. It does not include any section of the Pitt 
Street Metro North development, nor the Pitt Street 
Metro Station, which includes the platform level, 
the ground level station entrance fronting Bathurst 
Street, and sections of the podium reserved for Metro 
infrastructure. 

Recommendations for the interpretation of any 
historical archaeological  material is not within the 
scope in this report. The proposals in this report should 
be appropriately integrated with any archaeological 
interpretation proposals adopted for the Pitt Street 
Metro South site.
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It is understood that the Sydney Metro Communication 
team are responsible for providing proofs of hoarding 
displaces for approval by the Sydney Metro Heritage 
Manager.1 An interpretation strategy for the hoardings 
around the project site has already been implemented. 
As such, recommendations on interpretation strategies 
related to the project site hoardings is outside the 
scope of this report.

It is understood that a separate Heritage Interpretation 
Plan will be submitted with the Pitt Street Metro Station 
CSSI application, which will include recommendations 
for interpretation strategies in the Pitt Street North 
and South Metro entrances and the platform level, as 
well as for any archaeological artefacts and remains 
identified during archaeological investigations. GBA 
Heritage is also preparing a Heritage Interpretation 
Plan for the Pitt Street North OSD.

This report does not include any recommendations 
related to Aboriginal heritage values. Aboriginal 
Heritage will be addressed in a separate report 
within the CSSI. While this report is limited to the 
investigation of European cultural heritage values, 
GBA Heritage recognises that for over forty thousand 
years or more Aboriginal people occupied the land 
that was later to be claimed as a European settlement. 
Recommendations have been made on the basis of 
documentary evidence viewed and inspection of the 
existing fabric.

1.8 COPYRIGHT

Copyright of this report remains with GBA Heritage.

1 Sydney Metro, Sydney Metro City and Southwest Heritage 
Interpretation Plan, 2017, 7.
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2.0
SITE DESCRIPTION

2.1 URBAN CONTEXT 

The Pitt Street South OSD is within the Central 
Business District of Sydney, located on the south-east 
corner of Pitt Street and Bathurst Street, Sydney.

Pitt Street is a one way city thoroughfare running 
north to south, from Alfred Street to Railway Square, 
interrupted by the pedestrian only Pitt Street Mall. 
Bathurst Street is also a one way thoroughfare that 
connects Darling Harbour with Elizabeth Street, ending 
at the Hyde Park Obilisk.

The area is densely built up around a grid of relatively 
narrow urban streets, and features an eclectic mixture 
of buildings of widely varying construction periods, 
scales, heights and styles, reflecting most of the 
stages of the city’s development history as discussed 
in Section 5.0. Victorian, Federation, Inter-War, Post-
War International, Late 20th Century and Early 21st 
Century buildings stand side by side, often in dramatic 
juxtaposition.

The subject site is currently a brown field site that has 
been excavated through the bedrock, below street 
level. The site is L-shaped, surrounding the heritage 
listed Edinburgh Hotel located on the corner. The 
boundary of the site, fronting both Bathurst and Pitt 
Streets, is lined with black timber hoarding boards. A 
large format copy of an 1870s photograph taken from 
the Sydney Town Hall tower, featuring the subject site 
and surrounds, is attached at footpath level to the 
hoardings by Bathurst Street (see figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1
View of the subject site looking south-east from Pitt Street, near 
the intersection with Bathurst Street. The three storey red brick 
Edinburgh Castle Hotel is in the centre, while hoardings for the 
subject site are visible on both of its sides. An 1870s photograph 
of the subject site and surrounds is an existing interpretive device 
fronting Bathurst Street, indicated with a red arrow

Figure 2.2
View towards the subject site looking north-east from Pitt Street. 
The hoardings of the project site are visible along the footpath, 
indicated with an arrow. The Edinburgh Castle Hotel is visible in the 
centre. Its southern wall is covered with a protective cladding during 
construction works but this wall is of brick construction
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2.2 THE PITT STREET SOUTH OSD 
CONCEPT DESIGN

The proposed structure, designed by Bates Smart 
Architects, is detailed in the preliminary SSDA DA 
drawings and Environmental Impact Statement by 
Urbis that accompany this application.  

The detailed SSD DA seeks development consent for: 

• Construction of a new residential tower with a 
maximum building height of RL 171.6.

• Integration with the approved CSSI proposal 
including though not limited to:
• Structures, mechanical and electronic 

systems, and services; and
• Vertical transfers;

• Use of spaces within the CSSI ‘metro box’ building 
envelope for the purposes of:
• Retail tenancies;
• Residential lobby and residential amenities;
• Loading and services access.  

• Utilities and services provision.
• Stratum subdivision (Station/ OSD).

The proposed building will be a 39-storey mixed use 
development including retail tenancy and ‘build-to-
rent’ residential accommodation, as well as resident 
amenities and limited loading facilities, but no car 
parking. 

The building will employ the tower-and-podium typology 
recognised as a means of mitigating the visual impact 
of tall buildings on streetscapes. On the western (Pitt 
Street) side the podium will be split into two sections, 
transitioning from approximately the height of the ECH 
to that of the podium of the Princeton Apartments, 
immediately to the south. On the Bathurst Street side, 
where essential station services are incorporated into 
the structure, the podium transitions to its required 
height in a stepped manner from the ECH height, each 
step resembling the ECH height. 

The tower section of the proposed building is articulated 
into smaller units emphasising verticality and reducing 
apparent mass, with horizontal articulation into 
approximately three-storey sections echoing the scale 
of the ECH.

Figure 2.3
Architects’ render of proposal as seen from north-west
Source: Bates Smart Architects
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2.3 CORE OSD SPACES

The architectural designs include several main spaces 
in different sections of the complex. Those related to 
the Pitt Street South OSD Project include:

#1 - The Residential Lobby (Pitt Street)

A two-storey lobby off Pitt Street, including a recessed 
external lobby entry adjacent to the footpath. The lobby 
measures approximately 19 metres long, including the 
external recessed entry, and approximately 5 metres 
wide, and features a passage at its western end to 
access three elevators.

The architectural drawings show a three storey 
glazed front (western) wall with a slim metal awning. 
A concierge desk and mail boxes are proposed along 
the northern lobby wall. Due to structural and aesthetic  
issues, as well as fire regulations, a new brick wall is 
proposed to be erected in front of the existing southern 
wall to the Edinburgh Castle Hotel. The new wall will 
feature variegated brickwork, in keeping with the 
appearance of the external hotel walls, exposed to the 
public domain.

A photograph of the existing brick wall is provided in 
figure 2.4 and a perspective render of the new wall in 
figure 2.5.

#2 - Co-working and Social Lounge (Level 2)

A lounge room is proposed for residents of the 
residential tower to provide a space that can be used 
as a quiet working space. The general public will not 
have access to this space unless accompanied by a 
resident. The primary access to this space will be via 
the residential elevators.

This space is proposed to feature two meeting rooms 
at its southern end, an open plan Co-working room and 
an adjacent open plan Social Lounges. The two main 
rooms have access to a terrace overlooking Pitt Street. 
The meeting and Co-working rooms have an office 
style tables and chairs layout, designed to facilitate 
working away from the office. The Social Lounge has 
more of a residential  and relaxation layout.

With the exception of the western wall to the terrace, 
the space features a number of large, open walls 
upon which framed images or artwork could easily be 
displayed.

Architectural plans and perspective drawings for the 
above two spaces are provided in the following pages.

Figure 2.4
The exposed southern wall of the Edinburgh Castle Hotel
Source: Bates Smart Architects

Figure 2.5
Perspective render showing the proposed new wall along the 
southern side of the Edinburgh Castle Hotel
Source: Bates Smart Architects
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Figure 2.5  (above)
Ground floor architectural plan, showing core space #1
Source: Bates Smart Architects

Station Entrance
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Figure 2.6  (below)
2nd floor architectural plan, showing core space #2
Source: Bates Smart Architects
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Figure 2.7  
Perspective render of the proposed Pitt Street lower facade
Source: Bates Smart Architects

Space #2

Space #1
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3.0
THE INTERPRETIVE 
APPROACH

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Interpretation is a way to facilitate the dissemination 
of information into communities and cultures and 
allows the values, stories and historical character of 
an area to be explored, understood and appreciated 
appropriately and respectfully by both the local 
community and by visitors. 

A forecast of the potential audience helps to direct 
the media choices for the interpretive message. This 
audience assessment guides the use of the interpretive 
resource material. Successful interpretation of 
appropriate material increases accessibility, reinforces 
cultural significance, and promotes a sense of respect 
and appreciation.

A vital tenet of heritage principles relating to 
conservation and interpretation is access to the 
cultural significance of the places we seek to protect. 
Publicly accessible interpretation of the cultural 
heritage significance of the site is crucial to providing 
an understanding of, and access to, the place. 

Interpretation seeks to be:

• Entertaining – it seeks to hold the audience’s 
attention

• Relevant – it seeks to make connections with the 
audience’s knowledge, interests, concerns and 
experience

• Organised – it will be structured in a way that 
makes it easy for the audience to follow 

• Thematic – it will be structured around a central 
message or series of message

• Best Practice – it will be based on the best 
contemporary research in interpretation and 
scholarship

• Consultative – it will involve former staff, community 
interest groups and other stakeholders in planning 
and delivering interpretation

• Audience focussed – ongoing audience research 
and evaluation will contribute to planning and 
delivery of interpretation

Interpretation of the subject site should focus on the 
variety of uses of the land and link into the wider 
historical context of the area. Typically, interpretation 
generally falls into one of two categories: 

1. Primary Interpretation Sites
These may include heritage buildings, residence-
based museums, relics, memorials or sites of 
significant natural history where the heritage item 
or landscape is the reason for visitation. Such sites 
may contain interpretive centres, education units, or 
exhibition spaces where diverse interpretive strategies 
may engage the audience, that is multimedia, signage, 
printed materials and public programmes. Equally, they 
may be simply interpreted with signage or a plaque. 
The key factor is that the built, movable or natural 
heritage element is interpreted for its significance, with 
no other purpose associated with it.

2. Secondary Interpretation Sites
This group comprises sites where new or adaptive 
reuse developments occur. While there are significant 
layers of history which require interpretation, the 
primary purpose of visitation is for purposes not usually 
associated with the history of the site. For this reason, 
interpretation should be uncomplicated, without high 
maintenance requirements nor too many themes and 
stories, which result in an overload of information and 
waste of resources.

The Pitt Street South OSDis a secondary interpretive 
site and is representative of the evolution and 
development of a unique section of the  Sydney CBD. 
Interpretation of the site should highlight its role, 
significance and place within its historical context. 
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3.2 AUDIENCES

The effective interpretation and presentation of the 
cultural significance of a place or item through the 
identified interpretive themes is dependent on the 
accurate identification of target audiences. The 
identification of a particular audience will influence the 
choice of media for interpretation of the place and the 
content of the information provided. Identifying multiple 
audiences may necessitate multiple strategies in order 
to target those audiences in different manners.

In this proposal two distinct target audiences have 
been identified which will determine the selection of 
the story lines and interpretive devices. 

In the case of the Pitt Street South OSD, which is 
in the early stages of a planning and development 
programme that will unfold over a number of years, 
the audiences for the interpretation will vary across the 
stages and locations of the project.

The report has recognised two separate audience 
spaces as follows:

3.2.1 CORE OSD SPACE #1: 
PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL LOBBY

The private space is accessible to residences and their 
guests from Pitt Street and allows an opportunity for a 
more static audience looking to understand a sense 
of space. 

Moving-in Phase for New Occupants and User
The prospective audience in the moving-in phase 
seeks to know a little more about the place and the 
locality. Their friends, family and colleagues are 
interested in why the location was chosen for the 
house or place of work. They will be interested in the 
surrounding community and its facilities and how they 
might relate and interact with that community. They 
could be encouraged to learn about the history and 
significance of the location into which they are moving 
so that they can discuss this with their friends and 
relatives.

Long Term Occupation of the Site
The long term audience for any interpretation plan 
will comprise the static residential pool and visitors or 
passers-by. Potentially, this audience could provide 
a series of engaged groups through the provision of 
interpretive material throughout the public realm of the 
subject site.

The residential audience has the time to examine 
the available information more closely but will soon 
lose interest in displays that simply provide static 
information with no additional cultural or artistic benefit.

Visitors, tourists, special interest groups and passers-
by may also be interested in learning about the 
place before, during or after their visit. They have 
the advantage of not being exposed to any particular 
interpretive material on a continuing basis, so are likely 
to show more interest in the displays during their visits. 
Among visitors, there are those with a deeper interest 
in the working history of the area, those with a passing 
interest and those with little or no interest in the history 
or earlier character of the locality.

3.2.2 CORE OSD SPACE #2: 
CO-WORKING AND SOCIAL LOUNGE

The proposed Co-working and Social Lounge on Level 
2 will be accessed by residents of the residential tower 
and their guests. 

Visitors here will generally spend time in the space. 
In the Co-working room (and attached meeting 
rooms), visitors will typically be working alone or with 
colleagues, possibly for lengthy time periods. Visitors 
to the Social Lounge will also typically spend a lengthy 
time in the lounge, where they can play games, 
socialise and/or watch television. 

An interpretive device in one or more of these areas 
within the space has the potential to play an important 
role in creating an appropriate aesthetic for the 
activities intended to take place.
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3.3 CONSIDERATION OF OWNER 
NEEDS

SYDNEY METRO REQUIREMENTS

Sydney Metro aims to meet the Planning Secretary’s 
Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) 
SSD 10376, that include a:
 

“Heritage Interpretation Plan, providing 
opportunities for the proposal to reflect on the 
heritage character and significance of the site 
and surrounding area”

The Heritage Interpretation requirements of Sydney 
Metro are expressed in expert reports commissioned 
as part of the Metro project.

Heritage Strategy (2018)
The Heritage Strategy for Pitt Street, prepared by 
Metron in May 20181, includes the following relevant 
recommendations for Heritage Interpretation of the Pitt 
Street Metro South site:

2. Heritage Interpretation

2.1 Background
Heritage interpretation is required at each new 
Metro station including Pitt Street Station northern 
and southern entries. Heritage interpretation is 
the telling of a relevant story - primarily with the 
use of images. The images are designed to be 
in areas with maximum public visibility. Content 
should include elements of historical interest, 
such as the historic buildings to be removed and 
archaeological items or relics located within the 
footprint of the new Metro.

Accordingly, heritage interpretation is proposed 
firstly as an intrinsic part of the new Metro design 
and then as a contribution to the public arts 
programme. As part of the structural design, wall 
mounted areas have been identified in relation to 
the Metro street entries, concourse and platforms. 
These areas will display relevant stories and 
images that will be appreciated by passers-by, 
commuters, tourists and others.

1 Metron, Heritage Strategy for Pitt Street, Stage 1 Design, 
Underground Stations Design & Technical Services, Document No: 
NWRLSRT-MET-SPS-HE-REP-000001, 3 May 2018.

This document should be referenced alongside 
the Heritage Interpretation Reference Design 
Report, which is part of the 2016 EIS, in relation 
to the station specific designs. That document 
noted the following opportunities that this report 
reinforces, as follows:

• interpretive signage within station 
concourses;

• evocative large scale historical graphics 
within station concourses and platforms;

• integration of interpretive material with 
station way finding and signage;

• interpretative design elements within 
interface areas in order to connect the 
station precincts to the surrounding contexts 
(in co-operation with City of Sydney); and

• (additional) - development of an online 
exhibition or digital application outlining 
the history and significance of the station 
precincts and places.

NSW Heritage Guidelines provided by the NSW 
Heritage Division of the Office of Environment 
and Heritage state that a Heritage Interpretation 
Strategy identifies key themes relevant to the 
heritage significance of the item.

For Pitt Street Station, the key themes that are 
part of the station wide approach apply. These 
are:

a) Transport and Infrastructure – which links 
the new transport system to the historical 
transport of the area; and includes Town 
Hall railway station;

b) Local stories – which provides opportunities 
to commemorate local identities, buildings 
and developments of the area. For Pitt 
Street, the combination of the historical 
and still used commercial buildings with 
the religious and cultural buildings illustrate 
the strong links of living and working in the 
city, noted in the public art approach as 
‘Excite and Unite’.

Heritage themes for interpretation must also 
include stories relating to buildings removed 
for the Metro work. This is to link the adjacent 
heritage buildings, and provide a storyline about 
the development of the city, the earlier colony 
and streetscape. Overall, the story of Pitt Street’s 
evolution through time.

The 2018 Metron Study recommends Heritage 
Interpretation devices be located within the Pitt Street 
station (i.e. within the Pitt Street Metro station site) 
which is outside the scope of this report.
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Historical Archaeological Assessment & Research 
Design (2016)

The 2016 archaeological report, prepared by Artefact 
Heritage2, includes the following conclusion about the 
potential for the public interpretation of archaeological 
remains, including at Pitt Street Metro South:

12.19 Public Interpretation
There is potential for significant archaeological 
remains within the project sites, in particular 
Blues Point, Barangaroo, Pitt Street and Central 
Station. There is opportunity to interpret the 
archaeology and engage the public with the 
significance and stories of Sydney’s past.

Significant findings from the archaeological 
investigation program would be included in 
heritage interpretation for the project (mitigation 
measure NAH8 and NAH9). Preliminary results 
reporting and final reporting would identify 
significant findings which should be considered 
as part of heritage interpretation.

There may also be opportunity for public 
engagement such as open days or media releases 
during archaeological investigations. Information 
regarding State significant archaeological 
remains, such as at Pitt Street, would be provided 
to the public. This could include hoarding signage, 
pamphlets, media releases, information on the 
project website, social media and blog content 
during the excavation process.

Proposals for the interpretation of any archaeological 
evidence is out of the scope of this report. However, the 
interpretation outcomes of this Heritage Interpretation 
Plan will need to be coordinated with the interpretation 
program developed for the archaeological display 
proposals from the subject site.

2 Artefact Heritage, Sydney Metro City & Southwest Chatswood to 
Sydenham, Historical Archaeological Assessment & Research Design, 
October 2016.

Sydney Metro City and Southwest Heritage 
Interpretation Plan (2017)

The 2017 Heritage Interpretation Plan includes the 
following relevant recommendations for the Pitt Street 
Metro South site:

4.2 The Heritage Interpretation Process
4.2.3 Preparation of the Interpretation Plan
The plan for each site would be further developed 
in accordance with NSW Interpretation 
Guidelines.

4.3  Process for preparation of the site 
	 specific	Interpretation	Plans
	 4.3.4.	 Stage	 2B:	 Develop	 Site	 Specific	  
 Heritage Interpretation
Actions:
Develop site specific HIS’s from the HIP [Heritage 
Interpretation Plan] specialist. 

4.3.5 Stage 3: Integrate Archaeological 
 Resources into the Heritage Interpretation
• Allow archaeology to inform design decisions 

for example the display of relics’ insitu may 
require some design adjustment. (Design 
Team).

• Allow the discoveries from archaeology to 
be integrated into the story of the place and 
(if appropriate) display finds from digs in the 
interpretation. (Design Team).

5.		 Site	specific	scope	for	Stage	1		 	
 interpretation  and identify themes for
 development in Stages 2A and 2B
 5.8  Pitt Street Station
 5.8.2. Interpretation response
Temporary hoarding interpretation can exploit 
the extensive photographic and topographical 
resources. Theses for interpretation:
• Historic images.
• Development of the City.
• Possible archaeology resources information 

(potential is low to moderate for significant 
finds).

As noted, recommendations for the interpretation of 
any archaeological remains is outside the scope of 
this report.
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DEVELOPER REQUIREMENTS

Project developer, Pitt Street Developer  South Pty Ltd, 
has expressed its preference for this report to include 
recommendations on Heritage Interpretation concepts 
for two core spaces within the Pitt Street Metro South 
OSD. These core spaces are:

• Private residential lobby (Pitt Street), and
• Co-working and Social Lounge (level 2).

Engagement with the structure’s different core 
audiences through well designed Heritage 
Interpretation devices may improve the sense of place 
and character of each space. 

3.4 SITE CONSIDERATIONS

An Interpretation Strategy for the subject site entails 
selection of the most likely effective methods with 
which to convey information about the history or 
meaning of the place. Effective interpretive devices 
act as a positive marketing tool, with more deliberate 
and dramatic devices commonly being a popular 
talking point and even serving as a reference point 
by which people identify the site. Interpretive devices 
must therefore be realistic and compatible with the 
character of the area. 

The interpretation strategy has been based on 
conceptual architectural plans only and should be 
designed within the context of evolving plans.  
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4.0
AVAILABLE RESOURCES

4.1 DOCUMENTARY RESOURCES

GBA Heritage has undertaken historical research to 
supplement available information on the subject site. 
A summary of this research is included in Sections 5.0 
and 6.0 of this report.

Images sourced to inspire creative approaches to 
heritage interpretation or for possible use in the 
preparation of interpretive media is included in Section 
6.0 of this report. 

4.2 HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES

This report recommends a creative and/or artistic 
approach to the provision of a Heritage Interpretation 
device in the private residential entry (core space #1). 
Few, if any, historical images may be required as part of 
this device. This report recommends the presentation 
of several historic images for the Level 2 Co-working 
and Social Lounge (core space #2).

GBA Heritage is not responsible for obtaining high 
resolution images for inclusion within the final 
interpretive devices. The graphic designers or panel 
manufacturers are to organise any high resolution 
images where required. Such material can generally 
be ordered directly from the relevant archives or 
libraries (charges may apply).

To facilitate the future design and manufacture 
process, the title, file and order number details for 
individual images related to interpretation concept #2 
are provided in the captions to the sample images in 
Section 6.0.

A number of archives and libraries provide specific 
information on how to obtain high resolution images 
from their institutions, including the following:

State Library of New South Wales - 
https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/research-and-
collections-using-library/ordering-copies-library-
material

National Library of Australia - 
https://www.nla.gov.au/content/copies-and-
interlibrary-loans

National Library of Australia, Trove Digitised 
Newspapers
Available on selection of the relevant article via the  
‘Copies Direct’ service.

City of Sydney Archives -
https://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/learn/history/
archives

High quality images from the State Records NSW can 
be ordered directly from their online image database 
‘Photo Investigator’ (http://investigator.records.nsw.
gov.au/asp/photosearch). 

To obtain a high quality reproduction of an image from 
any Local Council Archive or Library (Local Studies 
Section), these libraries/archives can generally be 
contacted directly with the relevant title and file number 
on hand.

4.3 COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL

Images, photographs, plans, drawings, logos and other 
archival records are generally subject to copyright and 
require permission from the copyright owner before 
they can be reproduced on interpretive devices.

The provisions regarding the term of copyright are set 
out in the Copyright Act.1 The Australian Copyright 
Council provides up to date information on copyright 
laws in Australia, including specific information 
pertaining to graphic designers.2

GBA Heritage is not responsible for obtaining the 
reproduction rights for any material included in 
this report. The graphic designers and/or device 
manufacturers are to obtain the required copyright 
clearances and permissions to reproduce the selected 
material. The graphic designers are also responsible 
for appropriately referencing the material they are 
using on any interpretive device(s).

1 Australian Copyright Council, An Introduction to Copyright in Australia, 
Information Sheet, G010v18, March 2014

2 See their website www.copyright.org.au
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5.0
HISTORICAL SUMMARY

5.1 EARLY HISTORY OF THE COLONY 
(1788 - 1798)

The 1939 Former Sydney Water Head Office 
Conservation Management Plan (CMP), prepared by 
GBA Heritage in 2013, contains the following historical 
summary of the area:

Early Sydney and the Origins of Pitt Street
The freshwater stream, later the Tank Stream, 
was Sydney’s first water source. The subject 
site lies within the southern most reaches of the 
Tank Stream’s catchment area.1 The stream also 
influenced the way in which the township was laid 
out. The main body of the first settlement was 
established on the western side of the stream. 
During Phillip’s governorship, administrative and 
legal concerns came to be concentrated on the 
eastern side of the stream and military, convict 
and general civil concerns on the western side.

To provide for a well-ordered and healthy 
township, Phillip issued an order that streets 
were to be a uniform 200 feet wide and building 
allotments a standard 60 x 150ft to ‘allow for 
the proper circulation of air.’2 The realisation of 
Phillip’s plans, however, was dependent on the 
Crown retaining control of the land. To this end, all 
land within the Colony was declared Crown land. 
On January 1792, nine days before his departure 
from the Colony, Phillip established a boundary 
line that encompassed most of the modern day 
City of Sydney, within which he ordered that the 
land be reserved for the Crown and the use of the 
Town of Sydney. The subject site was located at 
the southern most end of Phillip’s township.

1 From map in Margo Beasley, The Sweat of Their Brows: 100 Years of 
the Sydney Water Board 1888-1988, The Water Board,Sydney,1988,2.

2 Paul Ashton, Sydney Takes Shape – A History in Maps, Brisbane, 
Hema Maps Pty Ltd, 2000, 8.

Despite Phillip’s best attempts to control the 
development of the settlement, the lines of the 
first streets were determined more by patterns 
of use than by regulation. The first discernible 
track, then known as the ‘Main Track’, later as 
‘High Street’ and finally ‘George Street,’ ran south 
from the western bank of the Tank Stream to the 
‘Brickfields’ and the first farms located to the 
west.3

When Pitt Street was created, as well as the 
origins of the name, is not clear. The street, known 
first as ‘Pitt’s Row’, appears in two illustrations 
accompanying David Collins’ Account of New 
South Wales, published in 1798, but most likely 
drawn in 1795.4 Pitt’s Row and High Street 
provided the only routes south from the township; 
George Street from the western side of the Tank 
Stream and Pitt Street from the eastern side.

Pitt Street is the oldest named street in Sydney 
to have retained its original name; it is the only 
surviving street name recorded on James 
Meehan’s Plan of the Town of Sydney dated 31 
October, 1807.5 At this time, the street began at 
[Hunter] Street in the north, petering out at the 
southern end around modern day Market/Park 
Streets. The street would not be extended north 
for its full length until 1853.

The southern end of Pitt’s Row evidently had an 
unsavoury reputation. When offered land at the 
southern end of the street, Macarthur reputedly 
stated that the neighbourhood was the haunt of 
‘prostitutes and the lowest classes.’6

The Brickfields, to the south, were a notorious 
haunt of ‘illegal boxing matches, robberies and 
murders.7

3 Norman Edwards, ‘The Genesis of the Sydney Central Business 
District 1788-1856’, in Max Kelly (ed), Nineteenth Century Sydney, 
NSW, Sydney University Press, 1978, 37-8.

4 Cited in C.H. Bertie, ‘Old Pitt Street’, The Royal Australian Historical 
Society Journal and Proceedings, Volume VI, Part II, 1920, 69 - 70.

5 Geoffrey Scott, Sydney’s Highways of History, Melbourne, Georgian 
House, 1958, 61.

6 Cited in ibid, 62.
7 Sydney Gazette, 18 June 1829.
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When Governor Macquarie arrived in the Colony 
in 1809, he found ‘a dirty, straggling settlement 
of crooked streets and irregular buildings.’8 Pitt’s 
Row was only half the width of modern day 
Pitt Street. Soon after taking office, Macquarie 
embarked on a civic improvement programme, 
which included the widening the main streets to 
fifty feet and ‘de-stumping.’ Surveyor Meehan 
prepared a new plan of the township, which was 
approved by the Governor. 

The Governor declared that any buildings 
constructed without the permission of Meehan 
would have their houses pulled down and ‘further 
incur the Governor’s displeasure.’9

Macquarie divided the settlement into five districts, 
each with a watch house and police force. The 
boundaries of the Fifth District extended from 
Park Street in the north to the southern boundary 
of the Brickfields in the south and from Hyde Park 
in the east to Cockle Bay in the west, thereby 
incorporating the subject site.

When commenting on Macquarie’s activities, the 
Sydney Gazette reported that the improvement 
in Sydney’s streets was ‘daily becoming more 
obvious’ and that nowhere was the improvement
‘more conspicuous than in Pitt’s Row’, which had 
been turned into ‘a fine level causeway.’10

8 Paul Ashton, op cit, 2000, 18.
9 Government Order from the Sydney Gazette, 11 August 1810, cited in 

ibid, 18.
10 Cited in Geoffrey Scott, op cit, 1958, 63.

Figure 5.1  
1819 painting of the City of Sydney looking south-west from Surry 
Hills. The painting is a romanticised depiction of the view and 
adopts some artistic license. The subject site was then beyond the 
extent of development. Its approximate location is indicated.
Source: 1819 painting by Joseph Lycett, SLNSW, ML 54

5.1.1 UNDEVELOPED OUTSKIRTS (1802-1822)

An 1802 map shows the subject site was located in an 
undeveloped area well away from the main settlement 
(see Figure 5.2). The southern section of the city was 
yet to be subdivided and was crossed by only a few 
roads and tracks. It appears that the tracks of that era 
followed the local topography to allow easy passage 
of people, goods and animals. The subject site is 
understood to have been located just beyond the crest 
of a hill, south of a track running from Darling Harbour 
to the Old Sydney Burial Ground (now the site of 
Sydney Town Hall) then along the high-ground to the 
south-east, eventually along the general route of what 
is today Oxford Street. The crest of the hill was likely 
an important landscape marker in early Sydney as the 
edge of its the visual catchment. The subject site is 
located just beyond the crest. It is notable that some 
socially undesirable activities were located beyond 
this line, in an area known as Brickfield Hill, including 
brickmaking at a small settlement of the same name, 
and a gallows (identified as #36 on the map). 

By 1822 (see Figure 5.3), much of the southern 
section of the city had been subdivided, with the 
exception of the south-eastern and south-western 
areas. Subdivision of the subject urban block had 
been completed by the early 1830s.
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Figure 5.2
1802 Map, “Plan de la ville de Sydney” showing the subject site well outside the main settlement.
The red dot indicates the approximate location of the subject site
Source: National Library of Australia, Map F307,Object No 229944462

N
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Figure 5.3
Map of Sydney in 1822 showing the subject site is within one of the last areas in the city remaining to be subdivided and developed.
The red dot indicates the approximate location of the subject site
Source: National Library of Australia, 1822 Map, Plan of the Town and Suburbs of Sydney, Map F107

N
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5.2 INITIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
SUBJECT SITE (1830s and 1840s)

Maps from 1836 and 1838 (Figures 5.4 and 5.5) 
evidence Sydney’s strong population growth.

The map shows the city’s core commercial zones 
within the proximity of its main maritime centres, 
being Circular Quay and increasingly Darling Harbour. 
A major civic area at the crest of George Street had 
been formed with the commencement of works on 
St Andrews Cathedral and expansion of the Sydney 
Markets, which linked with Market Wharf on Darling 
Harbour via Market Street. George Street remained 
the city’s main road thoroughfare to Parramatta. 

From 1822 to 1836, the south-east corner of the city 
was surveyed and subdivided by the Streets Alignment 
Act of 1834 and the Building Act of 1837. The area was 
quickly developed with what appear to be detatched 
structures throughout. As Upper Pitt Street was located 
away from both maritime centres and George Street it 
was viewed as a peripheral area and attracted a mix 
of small-scale trades and business, and residential 
development, which were presumably drawn to the 
area’s cheaper land prices.  

The subject site experienced only slow growth during 
this period. A marble sculpture business on Pitt Street 
opened in 1832 but closed a decade later following the 
owner’s bankruptcy. A cedar dealer and wood turner 
occupied the majority of the subject site from 1844, 
and neighbouring lots were developed for housing and 
a church hall a few years earlier. However, it was not 
until the 1850’s that the subject site became a highly 
active section of the city.
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Figure 5.4  (below)
Portion of a 1838 Map, “Plan de la Ville de Sydney”. The subject 
site is outlined in red.
Source: National Library of Australia, PIC Col 591, Object No 
136153804
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Figure 5.5
1836 map of Sydney. The city’s most notable areas are labelled according to their core function
Source: 1836 Map engraved for W. G. Caporn, “Town of Sydney, 1836”, State Library of NSW, M3 811.16/1836/2, FL3795253
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5.3 COMMERCIAL EXPANSION  
(1850s - 1870s)

The City of Sydney continued its pattern of strong urban 
growth through this period. This was underpinned by 
strong population growth within the city’s boundaries, 
which rose from approximately 44,000 in 185011 to 
75,945 in 1870.12 The city’s core commercial zones 
both expanded and increased in density. New, larger 
buildings were erected, often in sandstone. Set away 
from these commercial zones and the city’s main 
transport routes, the Upper Pitt Street Area continued 
to be viewed as a peripheral area, attracting small 
trades and working class people. As economic 
conditions recovered from the 1840s depression, the 
area received investment for the erection of small 
scale businesses and residences, filling the area with 
structures.

The 1939 Former Sydney Water Head Office CMP 
details the social and economic character of the area 
during this time:

Pitt and Bathurst Streets
By 1850, Sydney’s economy was more diverse 
than it had been before the depression. In his 
description of Sydney in 1848, Joseph Fowles 
proceeds along Pitt Street as far south as Park 
Street, noting as he does that, south of Market 
Street, the ‘fashionable establishments’ give way 
to buildings of a more:

…utilitarian description. Among which are 
many wholesale and manufacturing concerns 
on a very extensive scale.13

That the southern reaches of Pitt Street had not lost all 
of its early unsavoury reputation, was noted by social 
commentator William Jevons, who described the area 
two blocks south of the subject site as follows:

That part of Sydney where the lowest and 
vicious classes most predominate and where 
the abodes are the worst possible description, 
is the square block of land contained between 
George, Goulburn, Pitt and Campbell Streets…
Such is Durands Alley, some female inhabitants 
of which are punished almost every day in the 
Police Court for offences chiefly connected with 
prostitution….No more secure and private retreat 
for vice is afforded in Sydney.14

11 Trove, “Sydney Morning Herald”, “Sydney Census”, Tuesday 11 March 
1851, 2.

12 Trove, “Queanbeyan Age”, “The Population of the Colony”, Thursday 8 
June 1871, 2.

13 Joseph Fowles, Sydney in 1848: A Facsimile of the Original Text and 
Copper-Plate Engravings of its Principal Streets, Public Buildings, 
Churches, Chapels, etc., from Drawings by Joseph Fowles, NSW, Ure 
Smith, 1952. Originally published in 1848.

14 William Jevons 1858 cited in Barry Groom and Warren Wickman, 
Sydney- The 1850s: The Lost Collections, NSW, University of Sydney, 
1982, pp60 and 62.

All lots on the subject site were developed during this 
period. On Pitt Street, the cedar dealer’s premises 
were redeveloped for three terraced two-storey 
shopfronts with a passage leading to a rear yard and 
three terraced houses. The Bathurst Street properties 
were developed with three single storey shopfronts 
on the street with two side laneways leading to one 
and two storey structures. Most of the shopfronts were 
occupied by tradesmen and small businesses.

Figure 5.6
c.1900-1905 photograph of a house formerly on Bathurst street 
(within in the subject site) probably erected in the 1850s.  It 
likely initially housed a grocer, before becoming the premises of 
W. Stewart, undertaker. The neighbouring buildings were both 
constructed in the 1880s
Source: State Library of NSW, Ref Code: 1008128, photo 31

Figure 5.7
1928 photograph of three terraced shopfronts within the subject 
site on Pitt Street constructed in c.1852, seen during demolition 
works. Their façades have been partly altered from the original 
design. Note the arched passageway (left) that led to the rear yard 
and three residences located along the rear boundary
Source: City of Sydney website, file: 001636
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Figure 5.8 and 5.9 (Pitt Street Metro South OSD above and Pitt Street Metro North OSD below)
1873 panoramic photographs taken from the Town Hall clock tower looking south-east and east over the city. The sites of the future Pitt 
Street Metro Stations are circled in red. A close-up view showing the structures on the subject south site is provided on the report cover. 
Note the low scale of the buildings in the vicinity of the subject southern site 
Source: University of Queensland, photograph by W. Robinson, Series F3463_p0006
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Figure 5.10
1854 map of Sydney. The city’s most notable areas are labelled according to their core function. The subject site is circled in red.
Source: 1854 City of Sydney Map, City of Sydney website
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5.4 1880-1890s ECONOMIC GROWTH
The 1880s was a period of economic growth for 
NSW, created by the end of an economic downturn 
in 1879 and improving transport infrastructure. These 
conditions supported rapid urban development in 
Sydney’s CBD.

The intense investment in NSW railways from the 
1850s saw the completion of key lines on the network 
through the 1880s, effectively linking Sydney’s ports 
with economic centres across the State15. From 1879, 
the government re-initiated tram transport, and rapidly 
expanded the network to cover hundreds of kilometres 
across the greater city and suburban areas over the 
following two decades. Within the CBD, these lines 
ran primarily along George and Elizabeth Streets while 
Pitt Street did not initially carry trams. The government 
also turned to road investment, which allowed for an 
increase in load weights, particularly between the 
wharves and the city.

New building construction accompanied these 
economic and transport improvements. In 1879 the 
first official Building Act was passed “to make better 
provision for the construction of buildings ... in the city 
of Sydney”.16 A major factor behind the construction 
of taller buildings was the adoption of mechanical lifts 
for passengers and goods. Lifts were introduced into 
Sydney in the 1880s and were rapidly adopted into the 
design of taller buildings.17

Some of the largest impacts of these developments 
were experienced in the areas of the city nearest the 
main rail and shipping transport links. Large swaths 
of residential housing on the west side of the city, 
along Sussex, Kent, Clarence and York Streets, were 
redeveloped for large, multi-storey warehouses with 
lifts. Nearby George and Pitt Streets continued to 
prosper as major commercial centres. Located away 
from the city’s major transport centres, the Upper Pitt 
Street area experienced more modest urban growth 
and remained a centre for trades, small businesses 
and working class residences. 

The subject site experienced moderate change 
during this period. On Bathurst Street, two one-
storey structures (housing three businesses) and two 
residences at their rear were redeveloped in c.1882 
for three two-storey shopfronts with residences above. 
The property at the corner of Bathurst and Pitt Streets 
(outside the subject site) were redeveloped for the three 
storey Edinburgh Castle Hotel (since redeveloped) 
and three three-storey terraced shopfronts. 

15 The Roadmakers, (2000), 42-3.
16 Company Directors House Conservation Plan (1999), 13 (citing 

Freeland, J M, “Architecture in Australia” (F Cheshire, Melbourne: 
1968), 160.

17 Ibid.

Figure 5.11
2000 photograph of 131-135 Bathurst Street, which was 
constructed in 1882 with three ground floor shopfronts and 
residences above
Source: Mark Stevens Collection 49021, file 049021

Figure 5.12
1930 photograph of the Edinburgh Castle Hotel, erected in 
c.1885, prior to redevelopment into its current form. The three 
southernmost bays (right), fronting Pitt Street, may originally have 
been commercial tenancies and later subsumed into the hotel
Source: City of Sydney website, file: 001636
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Figure 5.13
Portion of an 1888 map showing the extent of development around the Upper Pitt Street area. The subject site is outlined in red. Note the 
tram line running down Elizabeth Street, adjacent to Hyde Park
Source: 1888 Map, City of Sydney, National Library of Australia, Map RM 722
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Figure 5.14
1888 birdseye view of the City of Sydney. The location of the subject Pitt Street South Metro OSD is indicated with a red arrow.
Source: “1888 Birdseye drawing of the City of Sydney by M S Hill”, National Library of Australia, NK2109, Bib ID 2713110
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5.5 CHANGING ERA (1900 - 1930)

The early twentieth century saw the erection of 
ever taller buildings in the city in a pattern of growth 
that continues today. This period also marked the 
introduction of several planning measures to guide the 
future growth of the city and greater Sydney. A number 
of properties within the subject site were redeveloped 
for taller structures, but the location continued as a 
centre primarily for trades. As time went on, however, 
the site shifted to hosting more general commercial 
businesses as the small trades moved elsewhere, 
ending a long era in this part of the city.

Public transport infrastructure continued to grow 
through this time. Overcrowding on the tram lines 
along George and Elizabeth Streets prompted the 
State government to construct a new city line. In 1901, 
a line was installed between Circular Quay and the 
Sydney Railway Terminus (near Redfern) down Pitt 
Street and back along Castlereagh Street. This was 
a critical route that brought passengers directly past 
the subject site. In its first year of operation, the line 
carried 854,516 people per month, increasing within a 
decade to 1,165,736.18 When the new Central Station 
was completed in 1906, it included ramps to carry the 
Pitt Street trams up to the platform level. Suburban 
train lines were also extended into the city, running 
from Central to St James by 1926 and from Central 
to Wynyard in 1932, both away from the subject site.

The 1908-09 Royal Commission for the Improvement 
of the City of Sydney and Its Suburbs recommended 
better thoroughfares, improved port-warehouse 
connections, dignified civic spaces, and the 
remodelling of key transport interchanges. While the 
recommendations were not immediately implemented, 
they did set the tone for future considerations of the 
expansion of greater Sydney. In the CBD, concerns 
of fires in tall buildings lead to the Height of Buildings 
Act (NSW) 1912, which limited building heights to 150 
feet (45.7m), approximately 15 storeys, a limit that 
remained in place until 1957. Precinct planning took 
hold in the Interwar years, as international leaders in 
the Arts and Crafts, Home Beautiful, Garden City and 
City Beautiful movements took residential city living 
into the suburbs.

The subject site also attracted investment in new multi-
storey structures. In 1905, the Australian Workers Un-
ion constructed a new main office and printing house 
for their newspaper ‘The Worker’.  The building boast-
ed electrical communication between levels and natu-
ral lighting, ventilation, and a lavatory on every floor,19 
indicative of the changes to amenities being provided 
in multi-level commercial structures. At three storeys, 
the new building complemented the building heights 
along this section of Bathurst Street (see figure 6.3)

18 Trove, Evening News, “Sydney’s Trams”, Friday 29 July 1910, 7.
19 Trove, The Worker, “Our New Offices”, 2 September 1905, 1.

In 1909, the Welsbach Lighting Company redeveloped 
the former monumental mason’s yard on Pitt Street 
with a six storey building for the manufacture of its gas 
light mantle.  

For a few years the subject site continued to primarily 
host small trades and manufacturing, but the site 
began to fall into conformity with other multi-storey 
commercial business nearby during WWI. The Worker 
newspaper left their offices in 1915 and the new 
owners soon extended the building upwards to be five 
storeys for general commercial purposes (partly visible 
on the left side of Figure 5.12). Welsbach Lighting 
Co. left their premises in 1918 and were replaced by 
Feature Films Ltd. (Paramount).  In 1930, work was 
completed on ‘Pacific House’, an eight storey structure 
with a basement, requiring the demolition of the three 
terraced shopfronts on Pitt Street. The building housed 
a range of commercial enterprises, including small 
trades, a college and general commerce. 

By the 1930’s, the subject site is best understood as 
a fringe section of the city’s major commercial cores. 

Figure 5.15
c.1930s photograph of Pacific House (centre), Welsbach House / 
Druids House (right) and the updated Edinburgh Castle Hotel (left)
Source: State Library of NSW, Home and Away - 34930, 
FL1650639
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Figure 5.17
Source: c.1939 Fire Underwriters Survey Map, Block 170, Map 27, City of Sydney website

Figure 5.16
1932 aerial photograph looking east over Pyrmont (below) and the city showing the increasing height and density of development, 
particularly to the north (left).
Source: State Library of NSW, photograph by Milton Kent, Call Number ON 447 Box 14, ref: FL8812116

N
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POSTWAR MODERNIST BUILDINGS 
(1930s - TODAY)
The mid-twentieth century saw even more expansive 
transport networks constructed through the city. The 
completion of the Sydney Harbour Bridge in 1932 
provided much greater road and rail access between 
the city and the North Shore. At the same time, ongoing 
overcrowding on the George and Elizabeth Street 
tram lines prompted the State Government to transfer 
a number of routes off George and Elizabeth streets 
to Pitt Street. The routes terminated in the south 
and south-western suburbs, including Botany, St. 
Peters, Rosebery, Daceyville Junction, Cook’s River, 
Dulwich Hill, Canterbury and Earlwood. By the 1950’s, 
the tram network was viewed by many as choking 
the road network, so the government successively 
closed it down up to 1961. At the same time, work 
recommenced on the city’s underground rail lines, and 
the City Circle Line was completed through Circular 
Quay in 1956. Discussions over the construction of the 
Eastern and Western Distributor roads also started in 
the 1950s, commenced construction in the 1960s and 
took decades to complete.

Figure 5.18
Source: 1949 aerial photograph, aerial photography surveys,
City of Sydney website, map 31

N

Following WWI, many new office buildings were steel 
or concrete framed with ‘curtain walls’ of masonry or 
ceramic tile as a ‘façade for decorative effect, a thin 
covering to keep out the rain and wind.’20 Sydney 
examples include the Royal Exchange Assurance 
building in Pitt Street, designed by Seabrook and 
Fildes, completed in 1937 and clad in primrose-
coloured vitrolite. Another example is the MLC Building 
in Martin Place, designed by Bates Smart McCutcheon, 
completed in 1938 and featuring porcelain-enamelled 
corrugated-steel panels. The lifting of building height 
restrictions in 1957 saw the erection of Sydney’s first 
tall modernist buildings, including the AMP Building in 
Circular Quay, constructed between 1959 - 62, and 
Australia Square, constructed between 1961 and 
1967.

Sydney’s skyline rose in the successive decades, 
most prominently in the city’s northern section and to 
a lesser degree east of Town Hall, near the subject 
site. The subject site itself was not developed during 
this period until commencement of the Sydney Metro 
project.

20 Albert Bossom, Building to the Skies, 1934, 16.
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Figure 5.19
1958 planning scheme for the City of Sydney. Note that the subject site is located within a ‘shopping centres’ zone while the northern end 
of the city is zoned ‘Business Centres’. Also note the early concept drawings for the Eastern and Western Distributor. The City Circle and 
Northern rail lines, and the city stations have been marked in blue, and the subject site is circled in red (GBA Heritage).
Source: 1958 City of Sydney Planning Scheme. The legend has been moved for clarity

N
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Figure 5.20
Portion of a 1957 oblique aerial photograph of the city, looking south. The photograph was taken in the same year as maximum building 
heights were raised. The approximate location of the subject site is indicated with the red arrow.
Source: 1957 photograph by Milton Kent, State Library of NSW, Call No ON 447 Box 070, Ref: FL8818565

Figure 5.21
1968 aerial photograph looking southward to the vicinity around the subject site.
Source: 1968 photograph by Milton Kent, State Library of NSW, Call No ON 447 Box 126, Ref: FL8818565

N
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Figure 5.22
Source: 1979 aerial photograph, Spatial Services, 2327_06_085
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Figure 5.23
Source: 2018 aerial photograph of the City of Sydney, Nearmap.com.au
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6.0
INTERPRETATION 
CONCEPTS
6.1 INTERPRETIVE CONCEPT #1

Theme:  The Pitt Street Trades

Interpretation of the long-lived former character of the 
site and surrounding area, as a place for small trades 
and working class people from the 1830s – c.1920s.

Location: Core OSD Space #1 – Private Residential 
Lobby

Theme Historical Background:
Long considered a peripheral section of the city, the 
subject site was primarily characterised by the small 
trades and tradespeople living and working there for 
around a century.

In the 1830s and 40s, the Pitt Street site was the 
location of a marble sculptor / monumental mason and 
cedar supply business. The mason was a long-lived 
business in the area, operating here under different 
owners from 1833 - 1909.

In the early-1850s, the cedar business was redeveloped 
for three terraced two-storey shopfronts fronting Pitt 
Street. An arched cartway led to a rear yard where 
another three two-storey terraced structures would 
be built. These yards were once a common feature of 
early Sydney city and provided space for the activities 
associated with the surrounding businesses and 
residences. A baker’s oven operated on the southern 
side of the yard for around 35 years (c.1852-1887). 
The yard was used for the loading and unloading 
of goods and was likely a convenient place for the 
adjacent businesses to undertake work, for residents 
to talk and for children to play.

Over the years, these structures housed a great 
number of small trades, businesses and working-class 
people until c.1828, when the block was redeveloped 
for the construction of Pacific House (later the Metro 
Hotel).

Interpretation Concept:
• To reintroduce the once dominant character of the 

Pitt Street site, dominated by trades, tradespeople 
and small goods.

Interpretation Plan:
• The interpretive device should be primarily visual 

in nature. While text may certainly be used, the 
device should not primarily be constituted by a 
historical narrative. Rather, it should aim to give the 
audience a visual impression of the site’s former 
character and the personalities that inhabited it.

• Consideration might be given to adopting the former 
yard as the ‘scene’ for an interpretive device. The 
proposed residential lobby is in the same general 
location of the former yard. Focusing on the former 
yard may offer a convenient approach to engaging 
with the former characters on this site. 

• The interpretive device should be an artistic and/
or creative expression of the Interpretive Theme, 
using and adapting the supporting material as 
required to inspire the design process. 

• The refined design of the interpretive device 
should be led by an artist that is experienced in 
the design of large public displays or art pieces.

• Refinement of this broad Interpretation Concept 
into a specific design proposal may require 
the collaboration of a heritage professional 
experienced in the preparation of Heritage 
Interpretation Plans, and the project architects.

• The reproduction of historic materials, such as 
photographs and maps, is not required in the 
interpretive device. The historic characteristics of 
the site may be expressed creatively.

• Notwithstanding the artistic approach 
recommended, the interpretation device should 
include accurate historical details that are 
applicable to the subject site, where relevant.  The 
historic theme should be discernable by a casual 
audience.

• Further historical research may be required to 
appropriately portray this Interpretation Theme.

• The media used for the interpretive device is to 
be chosen by the designer once the design and 
materiality of the residential foyer is better known. 
The use of paintwork, sculpture, digital media 
and other interpretive media are acceptable. The 
interpretive device should not be a plaque or sign.

• Consideration might be given to depicting historic 
characters and/or a historic ‘scene’ in relief on the 
lobby’s wall/s.

• The interpretation device should be designed to 
enhance the character and presentation of the 
residential lobby.
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Supporting Material: 
The following text and images are intended to support 
a creative design approach and are not required to be 
included in the final design. 

Former Trades on the Pitt Street section of the subject 
site: Between 1832-1928, the trades and tradespeople 
located on the Pitt Street site (residential tower site) 
included:

Advertising Contractors, Ale and Porter Bottler, Billiard-
Table Maker, Biscuit Manufacturers, Bookbinders, 
Bookseller, Bootmaker, Brick Salesmen, Bricklayer, 
Cabinet Maker, Carpenter, Cedar Yard, Confectioner, 
Dealer, Electrical Contractors, Electrical Engineers, 
Engineers, Engraver, Die Sinker, Figure Maker, 
Financial Agent, Fruiterer, Furniture Broker, General 
Contractors, Grocer, Hairdresser, Jeweller, Joiner 
and Office Fitter, Locksmith and Saw Sharpener, 
Manufacture Chemist, Marble Mason, Metal Spinner 
and Reflector Maker, Monumental Mason, Motor 
Repairs, Painters & Decorators, Paramount Pictures, 
Pawnbroker, Photographer, Pipe and Stick Maker, 
Plumbers, Publisher, Store for Patent Safety Inner 
Covers for Pneumatic Tyres, Scale makers and 
Adjusters, Show Card Writers and Gold Blockers, 
Stockman, Tailor and Clothier, Tent, Sail, Flag, Blind, 
Tarpaulin, Marquee and Sail Maker, Tie Frames 
Store, Tin-Plate Worker, Undertaker, Upholsterer, Van 
Proprietor, Veterinary Surgeon, Walsbach Gas Mantles, 
Watchmaker and Jeweller, Welding Co., Wheelwright, 
Wire Worker, Wood Turner & Woodcarver.

Notable Personalities on the subject Pitt Street 
site:

The Baker
In 1853, Robert May erected a new oven measuring 
9’ X 10’ at the rear of his Pitt Street shop. With it, he 
baked 1 ½ ton of bread a week, while looking after 
four children. The bakery passed through a number of 
hands before it closed in 1887.

The Tent and Sailmaker
From 1871 – 1910, William R Walder, his son Samuel 
Walder, and eventually his grandson, (Sir) Sam Walder, 
made and sold marquees tents, tarpaulins, sails, flags 
largely on this site or, for a few years, across the road. 
Amongst their more notable sales were large circus 
tents, for Woodyear’s Circus and later the Wirth Bros 
Circus.

Marble Sculpture and Monumental Masonry
A marble works operated on this site from 1832, 
producing chimneypieces, tables, marble sculpture 
the colonies first portrait sculpture with the assistance 
of convict labour. His successor John pearson was the 
colonies first portrait sculptor. William Patten operated 
The Australian Marble Works there from the mid-19th 
century, generally in the production of monumental 
masonry, which continued to be produced here until 
1910.
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Supporting / Reference Images:

Figure 6.1  (above)
Cropped 1873 image from the Town Hall clocktower showing the Pitt 
Street section of the subject site. The image has been altered with 
the addition of a light shading 
Source: University of Queensland, taken by Francis W. Robinson, 
Series F3463 p0006

N

Figure 6.2  (below)
1880 map of the residential tower section of the subject site, outlined 
in red. Note the sculptor (monumental mason - bottom), the baker 
with his rear bakehouse, tent maker and the rear yard connecting to 
Pitt Street via a passage
Source: City of Sydney website, 1880 Dove’s map, map 12
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6.2 INTERPRETIVE CONCEPT #2

Theme:  ‘The Worker’ Newspaper

Location: Core OSD Space #2 – Co-working an 
Social Lounge, level 2

Historical Background to the Theme:

The Newspaper
The Australian Workers’ Union published ‘The Worker’ 
newspaper from 1890 to 1950.  The name was 
changed to ‘The Australian Worker’ in c.1913. The 
newspaper was originally based in Wagga but in 1905 
it moved its new state of the art printing office to 129 
Bathurst Street Sydney (the location of the ground 
floor public access off Bathurst Street to the level 2 
restaurant). The paper originated as part of the Union 
movement, which aimed to persuade readers with 
dynamic illustrated front pages of the most contested 
social and political topics of the times.

Notable Journalist: (Dame) Mary Gilmore
Mary Gilmore was known as a social journalist, 
poet and social justice campaigner. After requesting 
the newspaper devote a page to women in 1908, 
editor Hector Lamond invited her to write the page 
herself. She used the page to campaign for social 
and economic reforms, such as women voting rights, 
old-age and invalid pensions, child endowment and 
improved treatment of returned service members, 
the poor and deprived and, above all, of Aboriginal 
peoples. In 1914, she compiled and collated one of 
the most widely published cookbooks in Australia, 
which was published on-site. The cookbook was sold 
through women’s page, which often displayed recipes 
from the book.

She remained editor of the ‘Women’s Page’ until 
1931. Gilmore accepted an appointment as a Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 1937.

Mary Gilmore is currently honoured on the $10 bill.

Interpretation Concept:
• To reproduce published elements from a once 

prominent newspaper printed on this site.

Interpretation Plan:
• The interpretive device should be primarily visual 

in nature. Limited text should be used to provide a 
historical context to The Worker newspaper and to 
prominent journalist and notable female Australian 
personage, (Dame) Mary Gilmore.

• The interpretive device involves the display of 
number of pages from The Worker Newspaper as 
well as the front cover to (Dame) Mary Gilmore’s 
Cookbook, dated between 1905-1915, when the 
newspaper was published at the subject site. 

• The reproduction of historic materials is 
encouraged.

• Minor touching up of the historic images to improve 
their visual quality is acceptable.

• The media used for the interpretive device should 
be printed and framed copies of the images 
provided on the following pages, and / or additional 
images related to the newspaper dated between 
1905-1915. 

• The interpretation device should be designed to 
enhance the character and presentation of the 
Co-working (including meeting rooms) and Social 
Lounge.

• The interpretive device shall be located in Core 
OSD Space #2, the Co-working and Social 
Lounge on level 2. The specific location and layout 
of the device should be chosen in consultation 
with the project architects, to ensure the device 
compliments the design and use of the space.
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Supporting Images:

Figure 6.3
The new offices of The Worker newspaper
Source: Trove, The Worker, Saturday 2 September 2018, 9

Figure 6.4
Graphic illustration on the front page of The Worker
Source: Trove, The Worker,Thursday 20 February 1908,1

National Library of Australia http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-page16546151

. JRBie-: 'NOW, TH^BOTP^IfSiETtieR!'' .

Figure 6.5
Graphic illustration on the front page of The Worker
Source: Trove, The Worker,Thursday 23 July 1908, 1

National Library of Australia http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-page16546862

1*O , CHANCE Of BfBFBNDING HIMSELF !

Figure 6.6
Graphic illustration on the front page of The Worker
Source: Trove, The Worker, Wednesday 18 May 1910

National Library of Australia http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-page16534321

THE CEAFTY. OOOK.
WADE :

'
It is an attractive ^ish 16 promise the hungry electors of thfe o^tlyiag porfsi ? but it's Quite safe. That fire Will never bring it to the boil/
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Figure 6.7
Graphic illustration on the front page of The Worker
Source: Trove, The Worker, 9 March 1911, 1

National Library of Australia http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-page16535719

N O iT RtJ S TV

I'M NOT AFRAID, AUSTRALIA CRIES,
'

, TO 'MEET A FELLOW TWICE MY SIZE
IF OTHER THINGS ARE EVEN.

v

BUT NOW I'VE GOT TO FIGHT THIS BLOKE
~ — ?

? ™I' MUST HAVE- SOMETHING MORE THAN SMOKE
rTO MAKE HIM THROW THE-15EVEN; & '

SO, MATES, ON REFERENDUM DAY,
~

WHEN! ALL AUSTRALIANS HAVE A SAY, r

VOTE STRAIGHT FOR OUR YOUNG NATION;
?'?LET'S'. ARM OURSELVES WITH FULLER POWERS,
; KEEPING THIS GLORIOUS LAND OF OURS

-
~

?-- FREE FROM TRUST MACHINATION. :

* '»
-

Figure 6.8
Graphic illustration on the front page of The Worker
Source: Trove, The Worker, Thursday 12 November 1814, 1

National Library of Australia http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-page16649104
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^ 129 BATHURST ST., SYDNEY.

r ?— ?

'

the kiosk! HYDE park,
j

For Excellent Luncheons and Dinners I

under ideal conditions. Also After- B
noon Teas, Ices, jFruit Salads,

,
H

^
Soft, Drinks, etc. g

B

'

G. B.9AKDMAN, Proprietor.
'J

Tel. 2927 City; r. _j

THE HISTORY OF THE AV/.U.
'

'

By W. G. SPENCE, M.H.R.

PRICE : ONE SHILLING.

pett Free to any partof the Commonwealth.

Storekeepers & Hotelkeepers
Light'your premises with electricity and

thereby .save money,
''

i
AVOID RISK: OF FIRE and SHOW YOUR

ST.OCHL.T-PADVANTAGIE.'
Full particulars and Lowest Quotations from

O'DONNELL JAN D 'GRIFFIN,
kilectriclanb'. .

363, 365 PITT STREET, SYDNEY.
Branch at Balllna

loti MEDIAL- UNION
ASSURAfiGE CO, Wp.|

Fire, Acfeldent, Plateglass, and Employers*
Liability.'

;

Funds Exceed il2,$00, 000.
PIT.T and -HUNTER; STREETS. SYDNEY.

~Q¥EENSLAND~
INSURANCE Coif Limited.

Head' Office:' V
Cor. PITT AND BRIDGE STS., SYDNEY.

Fire, Marine', Accident, Live Stock, Bui-glary,
Pla:te Glass,- Fidelity Guarantee, Public

? Risk, and Employers' Liability.
LEADING AUSTRALIAN COMPANY.

Government Savings Bank of

New South Wales.
Head Office: 11 MOORE ST.; SYDNEY.

Commissioners: R. A. WARDEN (Presl

dent), W. II. O'M. WOOD, H. D.

? HALL:

SECURITY AND SATISFACTORY
? ? ? ? - ??INTEREST ' '

are the leading -features of this Institution.

:

' '

Deposits received -from -l/~, -.upwards. :

Interest paid atr-3%. per cent, on first £200

and . 3 per cent, on
'

excess-- to„ £500.

The. Bank has 130 Branches and over 500
Agencies. No ^Agencies at Post Offices.

DEPOSITS GUARANTEED BY THE
-I , GOVERNMENT.'

By order of the Gonnrdusioners.

-. J. H. I'AVTES, Secretary,
»?«»?« immwu .-IP' itn

y
nv.'.L.ai.m igu

|

l-H' .to- make your cooking1 more .-of a
j

I pleasure and sure of success is'; ,

j

AUNT MARY'S !

I ,BAKI^iS;-;:vPbfVVi)|R.
-

I

:

;

J:
? it helps wonderfully to niiake.

j

1' scones, puddings, or pastries light and [

a tasty, and NEVER FAILS;. ?!
\

1 Obtainable at all grocers and store-5.
|

^Cyclists ~Ls:

can avoid trouble

by using Reliable and Durable w

DUNtOP
TYRES

' - These world ^ famed Tyras !

stand alone for Strength atid |
- Resiliency; IThey ^ensure |i

cyclists a greater mileage and || ;

less trouble than any other §
'

Tyre made, and are easily g;:

the cheapest Tyres to use. §

Beware of Cheap Initiations. |
'

'

Dunlops' are only /7^\ 1 V

genuine when 'they bear (Jiil i,'^

this Trade Mark
^

V

OBTAINABLE AuT CYCLE' AGENTS
'

|
.0 i;£:

jl

'
AU- Statea and H.Z.

(

Wnen '.lealing witn.. Advertisers in our ~c,y.

columns, always' mention £

THE WORKER,

It will be to^^pur advantasre and .to ours..'

- Fill LONG RUNS ®F CHEAP CATALOGUES,
PRICE LISTS, PAMPHLETS, &c.» YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN RING UP

THE -WOBKBB TBtrSTEES, 129 BATHUBST STREET; ,

Tel.: 778 City THE MOST UP-TO-DATE PLANT IN AUSTRALIA FOR THIS KIND OF WORK. Our Prices Tell the Tal*

WORK ALL ROUND HIM, YET NOTHING TO DO !

Why not put an end to this preposterous situation in the obvions way ? ?

Figure 6.9
‘Our Women’s Page’, edited by (Dame) Mary Gilmore in The Worker
Source: Trove, The Australian Worker, 9 April 1914, 11

National Library of Australia http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-page16648221

[?]
CONDUCTED BY MARY GILMORE.

VERSES FOR WOMEN.

TIRED MOTHERS.

i'i a little elbow leans upon your knee,
your tired knee that has s.o much to

bear,

a child's dear eyes are looking: lovingly

From underneath a thatch of tangled

.'I liair.

i perhaps you do not heed the velvet touch

V Of warm moist fingers holding yours so

tight;

You do not prize this blessing over much,

You are almost too tired to pray, to-night.

But it
is blessedness! A year ago

I did not see it as I do to-day —

i We are so dull a,nd thankless,
- and so

?? slow

To catch the sunshine till it slips away.'
, And now it seems surpassing strange to

'v
me

That while I bore the badge of mother

hood, *-

?

i did not kiss more oft and tenderly

The little child that brought me only
good.

;

And if some night, when you sit down to

rest,
v

You miss this elbow from, your tired

?; knee,
*

:

.This restless- curly head from, off your

4 breast, \

This lisping tongue that chatters con -

), stantly;

'if from your own the dimpled hand had

slipped,

i And ne'er would nestle in your palm

again,
: v;:: v'''

-'c;

-

' *

^

If the white feet into the grave had

tripped, *-

I could not 'blame you for your heart

ache then.

I wonder so that motjiers'ever fret

;
At little children clinging to their gown,

?jiOr tli at thfe footprints, ^whenKthe days are

wet, \

, Are ever black enough to -make them

: frown. / :?
':

-If I could find a little muddy-, boot, .

Or cap or jacket on my chamber floor

If f could kiss a rosy, restless foot :

Anil hear it patter iii'. iny^home once

more.' :

:

'If I co'ul&r.We&'d '.st^'rolcen -'c&firto-day,
To morrow make a kite to .reach the

i; .!

Flit-re is no woman in God's world could

say

'

She' was more blissfully content than I.

r.iit ah I ^he dainty
^pijlow;

next my;own

|b headfc \
singirig iflfom' 11e3.t j1.ds

flowii—
' ' '' ''

$he little hoy I used to l?iss.ris, dead! .r.

— Mary^RlpIey Smith, in the
'

Spring
i field Republican.' ?

REMEMBRANCE.

There was -a man once— quite a 'good
long while ago lie lived; but his descend
ants are many and they are of those who
are trying to make the world bigger and

better for some who suffer^

He was one of those black-haired, black

bearded men with the. bright blue eye that

is found only among the Celtic peoples.
A wild young devil he was. (I am re

minded here, that the other day I heard
a vicar's sedate wife characterise a little
boy as 'a regular young devil!'— and she
did it with the most marked appreciation
of the words!) Prankish he was and full

of mischief, with a whistle like).' a bird,
and a throat that never tired of song. A
born poet, singing the poetry of others,

but himself unexpressed nearly all his
life!

* -«t * ?'

The two things happened to him in the

early twenties a girl married him in the
teetli of the opposition of all her people;
and, lie got religion.

# s

After the latter, the lightest f6ot in the

dance, he never danced again; the' clear
est whistler, and the blithest singer in all

Armagh, no whistled start to a fiddler,- no

verse of a folk-song, ever again know

ingly passed his lips,
:

But he lifted up his heart to the Lord in

hymns and psalms, for the singer in him
would not be stayed.

*
1

By the aid of. religion
—

prayer, thought,
aud uttered hymn — he kept - down the
fiercest man within, 'who iasked the' re*

lief of -the quick blow, the; outlet- of a

ready oath, the savagry of a cutting 're-
tort, .,

?'

But in. the night it was different. The
repression of

., the day was off, and' the

unrepressed found its 'field the hated
enemy to whom he had ? given the soft
answer, or on whom, he had turned his
back because the, soft answer would have
choked in his throat, that enemy, opposi
tion, or opponent,, be kicked across the.
road, and round the house, and all over

the paddocks. All the heartiness of the
ungiven was in those kicks; and, next
day liis wife's shins would' be black and
blue in witness thereof.

And, some times, a child sleeping in an

other part of the house would half wake,
thinking she heard angels singing, and
turning in her sleep, dream she was -near

Heaven. .

The singer was the poet, giving to the
flight the song he denied the day.

The moral? I don't know that there is
any moral except that no kettle worth
inaking tea with ever boiled without lift
ing the lid; and that no fire of thought,
or -emotion, is ever worth counting that

an be shut in a box and locked down!

No shut box is the worlds no locked
eart is life; no gift is given for nothing.

THE MAN IN QUEENSLAND.
'

I am away out on the extreme boun

dary of the selection, fencing. .
. . There

has not been a cloud in the sky for

months, and the air is clear and dry.

The mirage in the morning is a sight
worth looking at, and one can see the

timber away on the banks of the Flinders

River, miles and miles from here. .

The country is so flat and clear that at

night my nearest neighbor's camp fire;

four miles away, is visible, twinkling like

a bright star on this vast plain. .

'

This morning there was a mob of

brumbies away in the distance. They
were so far away that they were only a

blur against the sky. You will wonder

how I could tell them from cattle. A

horse nearly always holds his_ head .at
a higher angle from the body than a bul

lock. . . , Nearly all these cattle stations

here
,

have - their mob of wild horses on

some part of the run or other. This mob

is, watering at Lone- Star Spring on my

land. Dr. Lavarack is my neighbor. It

was said of her
'

that she never waited

for a call if she heard of a. woman' -need-

ing help. She went straight to that house

where trouble was, without waiting for

a summons. So much was She 'thought of

at Muttaburra, where she was in prac

tice as a doctor, that neai'ly: all Mutta

burra turned out to say
'

Good-bye .'

when she married. ... ...

#

'One thing that 'strikes the
'

newcomer

up here from Victoria is ,?the .great amount

of land lying -apparently i'dle.
'

Sain —

has 7000 acres;. 011^ his place Jn roads and

reserves. The
:

roads are never used, so

he lias the grass.
'

Fancy
:

7000 acres of

roads on one man's property! And that

sort of thing is all. over tiie place.. . . . .

There is' a .half-mile rdad 'along the creek

where we -are here,, and 'when
'

the other

side' 'i^t:^16c.ted, as it ^will be. some day,
there1- be another* half-mile on the

other side/ mal^i ng:;.-a' ;
xiaile' rvvide. in front

ages. ;;^nd Creek

.for 4 tf hiiles, ;
to .my!-' knowledge. .

. '. . .

'

There - is/ great '.:.demfind for these

northern lands. ?? Nearly ail' the people who

drew blocks here were people* from far

ther south, where population is greater,
showing that population (as against
sparsit'y) irieans ah increased sense_ of the

Via.lue 'of 'land. People cam'fe from Long

reach, Muttaburra, Barcalcline, and- Bris-

bane. A great many people, especially
in Victoria, do not know there if such

land to' :be got; ;
In an average year 100

-aqr.e^ here. Woiiifl 'riin' -as maiiy shejep as

50f: 4nJ,the sprnb lands- of- Western: Vic

toria (where, too, you can only safely run

sheep six iliontlis at a time). I-Iere' there

are ewes' ,11 ;y ears old still' rearing lambs,

and they have never been off the i'place

all that; time for change of grass, ,

; & #

'I sleep outside at night .with .just a

mattress and a blanket.' Except for one

storm I could have slept out every night
since: last Christmas. The nights are

clear and starry, and just cool enough

forgone' to do with a' single blanket. By

October one will be .able to dispense with

even that. The days are clear and cloud

less, and pretty warm about midday. It

is., in the summer we get the clouds here

great black banks, silvery-tipped some

times; at other times all black and smoky,

reminding one of Cape Horn seen from

a distance.'

FOR THE BAIRNS.

MY MOTHER'S HANDS.

Such beautiful, beautiful hands,
They're neither white nor ,small.

And you, I know, would scarcely think

That they were fair at all.

I've looked on hands whose .form and hue
A 'scjilptor's dream* might -be,

Yet .are. these aged wrinkled hands

Most beautiful to me.

Such beautiful, beautiful hands!

Though heart were weary and sad,
These patient hands kept toiling on ?

That the .chiidren might be glad.
I almost weep when looking back

To childhood's distant day!
I think how these hands rested not

When mine were at their play.

But oh! beyond this shadow land,
Where ail is bright and' fair ;

L know full .well those dear old hands

Will palms of victory- .bear; v -

Where crystal streams, , through endless
?'

years,

: Flow over golden sands,
'

And where tlie;:,pld are ;young again

I'll clasp my mother's hands.

eliIen Si. pl gates:

On the fjftietfr ;; anniversary rof .,
Char

lotte Bronte'^- ^de^th^-t1heI.;'.LQhd.on .'Daily

Chronicle
' reeaii&d'/the old 'Quarterly'

review of
' JanefEyre.^-which; pronounced

the novel 't)re.r.eminently^fan; anti

Christian composition.;' '!There, is. through-

out it,', said the. -writer, 'a murmuring

against the comforts^ of the' riclv and

against the privations of ,
the poor,' which,

as far as each : individaul is concerned,

is a murmuringv Against ,
God's appoint

ment. . . . '\fe do. ..not .hesitate to sa'y

that the tone of .rnind and thought ..which
has overthrown'- authority and^ violated

every code, human and divine, abroad,

and fostered Cihartism and rebellion at

home, is the same: which has yals6 writ

ten'
'

Jane Eyre.' :'//
The same review, notes

the rumor that
'

Currer ,
Bell,'!, the author,

was really ThacWr&y's governess, ^libelled

as Becky Sharp', Jllbelling him 'in revenge

as Rochester V V ^ -

1

?*

A QUESTION FOR DOCTORS. I

There are many kinds of specialists
specialists in art, in engineering, in me

chanics, in law — but the only one who

[makes a practice- of calling himself
'

specialist
'

is the medical man.

Now and again happenings make one

want to ask questions, and here is one.

# # #

Is the medical specialist a man with

but one idea, and incapable of two?

Some time ago I went to a specialist (a

surgeon) about a patient in his charge.
The specialist is a chief surgeon to a

well-known institution; the patient con

stitutionally nervous — neurotic and neu

rasthenic (probably) at times. My visit

to the surgeon-in-charge-of-the-case was

to ask his opinion of
-

the nervous con

dition of the patient, who had been three

weeks under his care. He V knew nothing

of the nervous condition,' the
'

patient
'

liad not said anything about it,'.
' had

not told him.' That' is to say,' th'e nervous

speech, the trembling' hands, the unsteady

fleeting glance of the eye, the iook of- the

face, the whole manner and appearance

of the patient had, in a whole three

weeks, told him nothing. I remarked on

it. I 'said:
'

I should' have thought that

[while' attending the patient for the opera

tion there would also have been some

knowledge of the nervous conditon, too.'

He retorted Jiuffily: ,'My business was

the operation only. If -the patient had

told, me I would have p^cribed.'
The patient -had no idea there was an

abnormal condition,, but to. the merest

tyro_ the [symptoms were .written^ large

every day.' '-.v

: .

#
r

?. Now the.poirit. is.this. Here is a staff,

doctor an'd nurses: alike,:; attached , to a

public institution. There, comes in sur-

gical 'case; ,ai]d not. one 'of these people

had. any
;
idea [ that the .patient's nerves

required treatment, that tliere was^harass

fnfent by^ suicidal;. impulses,' Tvith cori.tinuaV

fear of going: oil t of^ the .[mj.nd, .as/ai .-result

of. weark'n6ss.' after .operation padded: to a

previously. ;over strained, rnervous. con

dition. .j Is' this ras it should ;be?,. Should

the patieht.,'be the judge of the need for

nerve treatnieht?- And/.finalbf.vi's it any

wonder ;we are. contiriuaily-;
having in

quiries $boUt^p£tiemts ^.wiic)_.:l)avq.: jumped

out of .iiospita,! poison al

most in the presence' of tlie.staff, suicided

or attempted ^suicide by
* other ,-hieans, on

made Jviot^nt 'atta'cks .Qn 'o'th'er patients

or tiie- nxirses? '- v
; ^

'? * -9
'

; It would. appear that as long as a sur-'

geon can- carpenter a bone so that nature

can join it, can tailor a wound so that

she can heal it,
it is enough. He isn't

to be asked to be anything more than a

skilful mechanic-^-a ina.n', W.iJJi the eye and

the -jEinge?^- of
''

a''watctim'aker. But the

patient, mentally and physically out of

gear, is to be everything else is to sup

ply the knowledge. l;lie;.jiiedical man does

not possess, to- show, t
the: need for treat

ment, to,be judge:o.f his[or her own case

and condition. ^|When''-.tthe doctor will

graciously prescribe: so many drops' of

this or that. Seeing, the close inter

relation of mental aiid physical condition,

the first thing either..., nurse, or doctor

should observe (after certain mechanically

physical matters) is the 'nervous con

dition of the: patient. One will probably

lieal easily while' iii ii condition of ner

vous unbalancej-:-.b.ut 'one will certainly

not get strong as one should (and

strength is as necessary a thing in cure

as healing) till balance is restored.

As a matter of 'fact, there should be

a nerve specialist— an observer of ner

vous conditions— attached to -every hos

pital, whose duty it would be to notice

symptoms in all the patients especially
after operations, when, of all- centres, the

nervous, is the most' prejudiced and the

patient the last person fitted to prescribe

that prescription is needed. The observer

might be man or woman, doctor or nurse.

It would'nt matter which, provided there

was the knowledge of symptoms', the ob

serving eye, and a sense of judgment and

proportion.
There was a time when, specialists were

THE people medically. To-day an ordin

ary country practitioner would be ashamed

to. be ignorant of the nervous condition of

the patient whose leg he -was setting or

whose liver he 'Was excising. - The city

specialist (and the city nurse) seem to

take' such 'ignorance as a matter' of course

— and. their right.
Is it their right? .

That' is a question needs a practical

answer, and especially in regard ? to in

stitutions receiving public moneys.

COOKERY.

Tapioca and Ground N uts.— Soak' a small

cup of tapioca overnight in three cups of

water. Next day- put in a piedish with a

cu£- of -brown sugar, a' small te'aspooriful of

salt;- and a small cupful of nut.meats (not

peanuts!). 'Mix well arid bake 2 hour in

a slow1 oven.

May be eaten hot or cold, plain, or with

stewed fruit or whipped cream.

Baked Stew.— Run some steak through
a mincer (or cut it very small if you

haven't one). Put a layer in' a dish, season

it with pepper and onion. Over that put
sliced raw potatoes, sprinkled. rWith salt.

Then bread, crust, or, plain biscuit crumbs.

Repeat having-, crumbs on top:.;* Dot with

butter; cover with a slide, and bake slowly

one hour.
;

' ' '

... -
* Hi

Spice Cake (without eggs).— One cup

sugar, 3 cups flour, S cup treacle, one cup

sour milk, two tablespoons butter (or drip

ping, warmed, and heated soft and flaky

with the sugar), one teaspoon soda dis

solved in a little warm water, 5 teaspoon
each of salt, ground cloves and allspice,

and one 'teaspoon powdered .cinnamon.

Beat eggs, butter and sugar; stir in treacle

warmed, arid put in soda last of all.- Bake

in a moderate oven.

(May be. sprinkled with chopped nuts

before baking, or can be coated, after

baking with a brown icing.)
'

TO CORRESPONDENT*?.

All matter for payment must be sent

direct to the Editor. There can be no

departure from this rule.

All inquiries for verses must be ac

companied by a stamped, addressed enve

lope. A stamp alone will not cover the

verses to be sent, and the office should

not be asked to supply envelopes as well

as looking after things.

Verse Exchange.— Two stamps and an

addressed envelope must be sent for each

son g or recitation required. This is ne

cessary as
-

a long recitation or heavy

paper will not go through the post with

out fine (if closed). If left open, the en

closures do not always reach their desti

nation.

Write the name, of the song, etc., re

quired on the inside of the flap of each

envelope. This .makes sorting. and filing

surer and easier.

st -?» in-

verses are sent to L. I. Manning, Orun

dumbi; Mrs., J. Mclvor, Bangate Station;

J. Riely, Spring Creek; Mrs. F. E., Reedy
Creek; Mrs. C. Vickery, Kerr's Creek.

Others liave to wait till readers send in

the verses asked for. Anyone waiting will

know this is why they have to wait.

Hilda E.K. writes: 'In a recent issue

of The Worker I saw an inquiry for a'

cure for sore feet. I can recommend the

following:— Bathe the feet in warm water

when going to bed, dry them well on a

coarse towel, and then rub in Zam-Buk

all over the soles of the feet, doing it well!

Anyone trying it will be surprised at the

result., ? I always, send The Worker

to my brother in Minneapolis, U.S.A., . . .

They think w;e are much better organized
here than they are there.'

^ * #
:

'

Old Castertonian,' writing fx-om Mo

long, says: 'While reading my Worker

I- noticed a paragraph in reference to

Micky Springs and a Casterton paper. It

set me thinking and wondering who Mrs.

Gilm'ore could be. . . ; I am an old Cas

tertonian,- and went to school- to. Mr. Bell,

and
'

also with Mr, Nicholson, in ? the old

school' -near' the church.1 r.havfe not been

in Casterton since |87, 'though I haye p.

good many relatives still there.'

(I'' am a foreigner ,'_t'o Casterton, as. l|

belong to New South Wales. Will send,

ybu a iihe' privately .about ..the, other

people!. I notice, your handwriting still

retains some, of the tradition, of early
training under Mr. Bell. Old schools can

generally be picked out by the handwrit

ing, each having its own style for all who

went through each.)
if

w
? # »

In reply, to two inquirers: —

'(1) To Get Rid of Ants.— One ounce

borax, J. lib. sugar, -half a small teacup

water. Boil all together three minutes;

let cool and put on the bottom of a plate

turned over or in shallow tin lids, and

place in the track of the ants. The ants

will eat greedily, and die. Care must be

taken to only
;

put a small amount' of

-borax or they will not touch it.

'(2) For Tired Feet. Bathe ^feet in

warm water to. which' has been added a

teaspoonful of arnica. Arnica is obtain

able from the chemist. Also, a' table

spoonful of common wash soda, dissolved

in lialf-gallon of warm water, is often

good. Use as a footbath for half an hour.

Repeat from time to time. L.H.'

'Bush Woman' asks: 'Could you tell

me, through The Worker, something to

put in milk when set to make the cream

all rise to the top? I have heard of people

getting a lot more cream off milk by

using something, but I never heard what

it was.'
'

(The only thing I know to hasten the

rising of cream is to set the milk, in its

.dish, over the stove till the cream^ rising,

forms in a tiny ridge or ring on top. The

dish, is 'then set away to stand in the

dairy. Some people, in cold weather, set

the dishes over smaller dishes contain

ing hot water. The heat causes the fat

globules to rise, and so the cream forms

more quickly.)

'Careless Tommy' asks: 'Can. you, or

any of The Worker readers, give .
me a

remedy for eczema? I have tried all sorts

of ointments, but no use.'

(See in 'Household' of this .issue.)

'-* # *

'Dear '. Madam,— Can any r.f ?
?

!

readers make .junket from pres-.-i v
c-c.

milk? I Vvint.J like to know. I have tried

and failed. '1 used gelatine, etc.) I have

not seen The Worker Cook Book yet,

as I am loaded Avith several others. A

man who carries his swag to look for

leave to work cannot carry too much.

May I tell you I am' a Scotch pastry

cook and baker. In my time (only 63

years ago) we learned to be both. You

will understand, therefore, how curious I

am when none of the standard books con

tain the recipe for muffins, etc., as they

are made by the trade. Now if you think

it any use I will send you the method,

etc., as they are made and sold in Lon

don.
'

Scotty.'
'

(Will be glad of the, recipes. Anything

like that is useful. We have muffins,

crumpets, sally lunns, and waffles in

The Worker Coolc Book;-. but don't know

if any are made as you make them. No

reader of Dickens could be expected to

pass a cook, book containing these
' cookeries.' Readers of Dickens might,
take note.) .

'She had. dreamed how the' gaze of his

strange, bold eye

Would make her heart to a sudden glow:

She found in his 'fa.6e- the familiar 'grace
Of a friend she used to know.'

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

i* « »

An advertisement from a London wo

man- suffragist paper: —

'When in Edinburgh visit the New

Cafe .(Vegetaria), 3 St. Andrew Square

(-one'- minijte off Princes Street). The

daintiest cafe in city; owned, managed,

avd worked by women.- Liveable wages

paid to all. Suffragists, please support.

CORRESPONDENCE.

HOME SEWING HINTS.

Dear Madam,— You know the ordinary

boy's cotton, tweed and galatea hats that

you buy for 10?d. and Is.? Take one for

a pattern. There are six pieces for tho

crown and the rim is round. When

making moleskin trousers for the boys,

you have plenty of pieces that would

come in for a hat. You can join pieces
even for the rim. I made one nearly two

years ago, and it is still in wear and

does not require more than an occasional

wash. I lined the rim with blue zepher,
but it has worn away; the crown I didnot

line. It is a splendid hat for bush boys,

and does not get shabby like the cotton

tweed hats.
The following is a cheap and service

able mosquito net: Take twelve yards
of butter cloth (cost from Is. lid. per

dozen), divide into six pieces two yards

long, join all together at the selvedge,
and hem one of the raw edge Fides. Then

take two yards of 3G-inch white calico' at

3d.. per yard (the calico and butter cloth

must be 36 inches in width) ; join to make

the top of the net. Now, put two widths

of the butter cloth on each side of the

calico and one width at each end. I made

two of the above nets over five years ago,

one is still in use and the other was last

winter. They .have been used, out in the

bush camping and on the road droving,

and in the house, yet they stood all the

rough wear. This quantity is for a single

net, plain, and the cost is only 2s. 6d.—

E.L.C.
'? V * *

.CLEARING WATER, ETC ?

The following letter has been handed on

to this page, and is gratefully received, as

it conveys real information. ; The writer

says; __In a recent Worker Mrs. Mary

Gilmore was asked for particulars re steri

lising water with chloride of lime. Well,

the Agricultural Department published it

not long ago in one of- the monthly ga

zettes issued to farmers. Enquiry at tho

Agricultural Department should, find out. ?

I noticed ift the press 'lately' that the 'fiealth

of stomachs of a section of the' French

army had' been injured through the,;, con-

tractor using, a bleaching; powder (r for

get-the French name 'given) to' purify

water instead of ^providing filtered water.

Well, chloride, of lime is a bleaching pow

der as well as a disinfectant.

Re Nasal Douches for Catarrh.— LTse

lukewarm tea (strong) instead -of water.

It prevents the inflaming frid:
soreness of

nasal lining from the
1

salt'.

,

FIRST AID IN THE BUSH.

''.First Aid', writes, (and says -she la

sending verses, which; so far, liave not

come): — 'Note* y.ou occasionally quote

from Mr. Flynn's 'Outback Battler,' and

the later publication. His 'Bushman's

Companion, and First Aid 'Wallet' drew

our attention to First Aid. We were able

to arrange a course of lectures in our tiny

township. Now eight of us hold certifi

cates
'

of St. John's' A.A. Wish it were

possible, somehow by our Worker pages

or by correspondence — after the manner

of Mr. Flynn's Mail-bag League, for the

Labor women to help one another in

simple First Aid teaching— the stoppage

of bleeding, and the bandaging of frac

tures—till the doctor comes! Am as en

thusiastic in First Aid as in Labor poli

tics, and tliat we have been all our lives.

Can hardly say how eagerly The Worker

is welcomed in many homes.'
*

[Correspondence on this subject is in

vited.— M.G.]
;

NOTE

Until further notice, all communications

for this page should be addressed to.

Wri. Mary Gilmore. Worker Office, 129

^SSathurst- street, Sydney.

HOUSEHOLD.

'St. Arnaud'
,.

sends '? two preserving

hints:
Preserved Figs.— Take twelve pounds

figs and put them in a preserving, pan

and cover them with water; then add !)lb.s.

sugar, lib. preserved ginger, and lib. of

blanched almonds. Bring to a boil and let

simmer for 8 hours. Do not stir, but lift

gently' now and then with a flat stick to

prevent burning.

Orange Marmalade. — Six oranges- ana

three lemons. Shred very fine and soak

24 hours in 3 quarts of water. Boil 2

hours; add Gibs, sugar and boil ^till a

little sets when put on a plate. A -few

minutes before taking from fire add one

teaspoon of cream of tartar, which; greatly

improves the flavor.

Marshmallows.r — Boil two cups sugar- in

one of water till it is brittle when dropped
^ water. Dissolve two tablespoonfuls of

.i-'-.-.tine in six times as much water (cold).

Four in the boiling syrup, and beat twenty

minutes. Dust a shallow. --tin well with

three tabiespoonfuls of rpowdered sugar

mixed with one of maizena (well sifted to

gether): Pour in the sweet and leave to

set. Next day cut in squares, and roll in

more sugar and maizena (or in icing sugar

if y.ou havie it).

Butterscotch.— Three cups white sugar,

1 cup water, a tablespoonful butter, ten

drops lemon, juice, and i cup .of vinegar

(or \ teaspoon tartaric acid). Boil with

out stirring till it will snap when drawn

out' and cooled. Just before pouring out

stir in quarter teaspoon of soda. Cut in

squares when cool.

....

Treacle Toffee.— Half a cup of treacle

(or golden syrup) and three of sugar. Put

on to boil with, a cup of water, arid a bit

of butter. Boil till it will 'crack .
in

water,, stir- in a teaspoonful;, of ; cream of

tartar, and any flavoring liked,, and pour

into a greased disli. (Hdney may be used

instead of treacle.)
_

=»., ?;
»

A Cure for Weeping Ecze'ma is' given by

a reader:— 'Take 2oz. sulphur, -2oz. cream

of 'tartar, lib. treacle, and as much salt

petre as will go on sixpence.: Mix well,

and .'stir occasionally when made. Dose

for an adult: From a teaspoonful to a

dessertspoonful, according to what you can

take. (This remedy, it will be seen, is

stimulating and cleansing to the system.)

Figure 6.10
Front cover of ‘The Worker Cook Book’ by (Dame) Mary Gilmore
Source: 1914, Monash University, 641 5994 G448W
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7.0 
RECOMMENDATIONS

• This report recommends two Interpretation 
Concepts for interpretation devices in the Pitt 
Street South OSD. These two themes have been 
selected to optimise the potential interpretation 
outcomes for this particular OSD:

• #1: Pitt Street’s Trades  
Located in the private residential lobby

• #2 ‘The Worker’ newspaper,  
Located in the Co-working and Social Lounge 
on level 2

• These concepts shall be refined through a process 
of design development conducted in consultation 
with Pitt Street South Developer Pty Ltd., Bates 
Smart, and relevant regulatory agencies.

• The design of interpretation device #1 is to be 
undertaken by a professional artist experienced in 
the design of large public displays, artistic heritage 
interpretation, or art pieces.

• The manufacture or fabrication of interpretation 
device #1 should be undertaken by a professional/s 
that is skilled in the appropriate fabrication 
techniques.

• The design and manufacture of interpretation 
device #2 is to be prepared by professional 
graphic designers and manufacturers experienced 
in heritage interpretation.

• The design and choice of final location for the 
two proposed interpretation devices should be 
undertaken once the design of the relevant spaces 
is at a more advanced stage, in consultation with 
the project architects.

• A mock-up of the proposed interpretation devices 
should be reviewed by Pitt Street South Developer 
Pty Ltd. 

• The interpretation outcomes of this Heritage 
Interpretation Plan should be generally accordant 
with any interpretation proposals for the Pitt Street 
Metro North OSD, Pitt Street Metro Station, and 
any interpretation proposal for the archaeological 
remains identified at the subject site.
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APPENDIX ONE: 
GLOSSARY

The definitions adopted in this report are those defined 
in the The Burra Charter: the Australia ICOMOS 
Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, 2013, also 
known by its more common title The Burra Charter, 
and the NSW Heritage Office publication Interpreting 
Heritage Places and Items Guidelines (2005). 

The Burra Charter Definitions

Place means a geographically defined area. It may 
include elements, objects, spaces and views. Place 
may have tangible and intangible dimensions.

Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, 
scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present or 
future generations. Cultural significance is embodied 
in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, 
meanings, records, related places and related objects. 
Places may have a range of values for different 
individuals or groups. 

Fabric means all the physical material of the place 
including elements, fixtures, contents, and objects.

Conservation means all the processes of looking after 
a place so as to retain its cultural significance.  
 
Maintenance means the continuous protective care 
of a place, and its setting. Maintenance is to be 
distinguished from repair which involves restoration or 
reconstruction.
 
Preservation means maintaining a place in its existing 
state and retarding deterioration.

Restoration means returning a place to a known earlier 
state by removing accretions or by reassembling 
existing elements without the introduction of new 
material.

Reconstruction means returning a place to a known 
earlier state and is distinguished from restoration by 
the introduction of new material. 
 
Adaptation means changing a place to suit the existing 
use or a proposed use.

Use means the functions of a place, including the 
activities and traditional and customary practices that 
may occur at the place or are dependent on the place.
 
Compatible use means a use which respects the 
cultural significance of a place.  Such a use involves 
no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance.

Setting means the immediate and extended 
environment of a place that is part of or contributes to 
its cultural significance and distinctive character.

Related place means a place that contributes to the 
cultural significance of another place.

Related object means an object that contributes to the 
cultural significance of a place but is not at the place.

Associations mean the connections that exist between 
people and a place.

Meanings denote what a place signifies, indicates, 
evokes or expresses to people.

Interpretation means all the ways of presenting the 
cultural significance of a place.

Heritage Office Definitions

Aboriginal people(s) with cultural association – means 
Aboriginal people(s) with a cultural or historical 
association with an area not necessarily deriving from 
descent from original inhabitants. Consideration must 
also be given to Aboriginal people who reside in an 
area where there are no identified traditional owners 
or Aboriginal people who have traditional association 
to that country (see also Traditional owner).

Aboriginal Culture – The culture of a group of people 
or groups of peoples comprising of the total ways of 
living built up and passed on from one generation to 
the next, and evolving over time.

Aboriginal Heritage – The heritage of a group of people 
or groups of peoples is represented in all that comes 
or belongs to them by reason of birth and includes 
their spirituality, language and relationship to land.

Associations mean the special connections that exist 
between people and an item.
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Conservation management plan (CMP) means a 
document that identifies the heritage significance of an 
item and sets out policies for retaining that significance 
and is prepared in accordance with Heritage Council 
guidelines.

Conservation Management Strategy (CMS) means 
a document that identifies the impact an activity may 
have on a heritage significance of an item and sets out 
measures to minimise the impact of a proposed activity 
on the heritage significance of the item and is prepared 
in accordance with Heritage Council guidelines.

Environmental heritage means those places, buildings, 
works, relics, infrastructure, movable objects, 
landscapes and precincts, of State or local heritage 
significance.

Fabric means the physical material of the item including 
components, features, objects and spaces.

Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) means a document 
that records the heritage significance of an item 
by using a Heritage Data form and sets out broad 
strategies for retaining that significance and is prepared 
in accordance with Heritage Council guidelines.

Heritage significance refers to meanings and values 
in relation to the historical, scientific, cultural, social, 
archaeological, architectural, natural or aesthetic 
importance of the item. Heritage significance is 
reflected in the fabric of the item, its setting, use, 
associations, meanings, records, related places and 
related objects. Items may have a range of values and 
meanings for different individuals or groups, over time.

Interpretation means all the ways of presenting 
the significance of an item. Interpretation may be a 
combination of the treatment and fabric of the item; the 
use of the item; the use of interpretive media, such as 
events, activities, signs and publications, or activities, 
but is not limited to these. 

Interpretation plan is a document that provides the 
policies, strategies and detailed advice for interpreting 
a heritage item. It is based on research and analysis 
and plans to communicate the significance of the item, 
both during a conservation project and in the ongoing 
life of the item. The plan identifies key themes, storylines 
and audiences and provides recommendations about 
interpretation media. It includes practical and specific 
advice about how to implement the plan.

Interpretation policy: consists of clauses and guidelines 
that provide an intellectual and conceptual framework 
for communicating the significance of an item. Policies 
may deal with fabric, setting, history, archaeology 
audiences and other people, contents, related places 
and objects, disturbance of fabric, research, records.

Meanings denote what an item signifies, indicates, 
evokes or expresses.

Media means the tools, techniques and technologies 
used to convey the interpretation. These can include 
signs, orientation, notices, guided and self guided walks, 
audio guides, installations, displays, models, dioramas, 
exhibitions, lighting, street naming, holograms, films, 
video, soundscapes, oral history, maps, brochures, 
books and catalogues, public art, writers and artists 
in residence programs, events, activities, role play, 
demonstrations, educational programs, websites, CD 
ROM programs, reconstructions, sets, and replicas 
and other means of communication.

Traditional owner – an Aboriginal person directly 
descendent from the original inhabitants of an area 
who has cultural association with the area deriving 
from traditions, observances, customs, beliefs or 
history of the original Aboriginal inhabitants of the 
area. Authorisation to obtain or document information 
about Aboriginal heritage may be obtained from an 
Aboriginal person or people who have traditional 
association to country; these may include traditional 
owners.


